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P R E F A C E 

"Social Change is the process by which alteration 
occurs in the structure and function of the social 
system." 

(Everett Rogers, Modernization Among 
Peasants. New York: Holt Rinehart 
and Winston, 1969) 

It was to fulfil the requirements for the Bachelor of Arts 

Degree Examination, Session 1975/76 that the (completed) research case 

study came about. This initiation in many ways then provided the writer 

with an opportunity to explore and thus investig te further a problem that 

has always been of interest to her. Having been away for the most part of 

the year, and only returning home for her holidays, the writer soon dis- 

covered that profound and obvious changes were taking place in her kampung. 

A new and modern society was emerging rapidly out of the abandoned back- 

ground of an older social tradition. For, where once before people walked 

to the nearby town, they now drove to that town; where once before they 

Used oil-lamps, there was now electricity. And where once before they used 

the river water or the well-water from the nearby hillside, they now have 

replaced that with the use of pipe water. And where once before the old 

man and his buffalo plodded labouriously on his field, a young man {his son} 

and a tractor had taken their place. Yet again, where once before the 

people enclosed their lives to their own village, they have today become 

more conscious and interested regarding things happening within and especially 

without their village. Seeing then becomes the actual case of believing. 

It is the writer's conviction here that the facilities introduced into her 

k rnpung have made fairly large contribution to the overall gradual changes 
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and rearrangement of attitudes of her people. 

Generally, throughout her work, she proposes to look at the 

obvious changes from the economic, cultural, social and political aspects 

using the broad definition of social change given above as her working 

definition. 

At the outset she admits the fact that her work, despite her 

keen interest in the subject, is purely academic and is therefore amateurish. 

However, she hopes that her work will give the impetus and therefore impress 

upon others (specifically students of her own ethnic race) the need to do 

further studies of their race of which so very little is known and written 

about. This is especially so in this time of critical changes where the 

writer feels the processes and the course that the changes follow plus the 

end result that will eventually materialise, will mould the character and 

roots of life in her society in the times and decades to come. This can 

already be seen. 

Chapter I discusses the concepts and definitions used in the 

study. Overall, the Chapter deals mostly with the scope, general methodo 

logy employed and their weaknesses. 

The writer proposes to trace the process of change by comparing 

what members of the sample population of two generations ago (age 45 above) 

were, and what they and their children (age 30 below) are now. This is 

done by way of looking at the types of social, cultural, econorai.c and poli 

tic 1 institutions the former and the later participated in and are exposed 

to. She will therefore, first of all deal in Chapter II with the traditio 

nali tic sot up th t the older generation were faced with. 
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Next, she will discuss the period of transformation brought 

about by the facilities (external forces) introduced that have led to the 

motivation for change, both among the 45 and above group and even more so 

for the 30 and below group. This would for the most part be dealt with 

in Chapter III. 

The analysis of the impact of the facilities introduced and 

the resultant effects will be discussed in Chapter IV. It will mean 

giving an outline of the social, cultural, economic and political insti 

tutions thut exist in the kampung today and comparing it with the facts 

dealt with in Chapter II. 

'l'he concluding Chapter (Ch pt r V) will generally attempt to 

analyse the direction and trends of the change. 

In preparing this academic graduation exercise, I have benefited 

from stimulating criticisms from Mr. Lim Mah Hui (my supervisor and lec 

turer of the Sociology and Anthropology Department, University of Malaya); 

Dr. Terry Rambo for reading this work; Mrs. Lee Ai Yun; Cik Wazir Karim 

(all of whom are lecturers of the Sociology and Anthropology Department, 

University of Malaya) and Encik Sulaiman (tutor of the Sociology and 

Anthropology Department, University of Malaya). 

The writer has also been fortunate in the help she has received 

in many ways, most notably from Datuk Herman J. Luping (Deputy Chief 

Minister of Sabah) for sponsoring this work; Mr. Evangelos A. Afendras 

( a lecturer in the University of Science, Pulau Pinang) for having been 

so kind to read and edit it; Mr. Hee ~ui Shing and Mr. Michael Lai, both 

of the Department of Welfare Services, Kota Kinabalu. 
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My sincere thanks also go especially to the 
school children whom I taught for two months; the kampung 
people who~! interviewed and uncountable number of 
friends with whom I held discussions and without whose 
help the writing of this exercise would not have been 
possible. 

Lastly, I thank Encik Idris bin Omar of the Faculty 
of Law, University of Malaya, who has helped me type 
thm paper. 

Ma~ric No. 1999~ 

December ]9755 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Social change can be said to take place wherever relations of 

people within a community and with the outside world grow, whenever there 

is contact between traditional corrununities and the more progressive comrnu- 

nities of the world. Social change is therefore an inevitable reality 

whether or not it differs in rates, modes, readiness and proneness to 

change. Changes may be voluntary or forced. Nevertheless, however re- 

luctant in their first encounter tribal societies throughout the world are 

undergoing change at varying rates. C~stoms must therefore inevitably 

change to meet new needs. This does not mean, however, that all traditio- 

nal values and customs must go. People anywhere, especially the less 

literate, need desperately to be helped to face up to the demands of the 

new age. They need to feel a responsibility to their children and to see 

how their traditional cultures can undergo changes while their positive 

1 . 1 va ues remain. 

As book after book has been written about social change, the 

concept itself and theories related to it, it is not the wt:i-ter's intention 

here to go into an elaborate discussion regarding the matter. She proposes 

to first give an outline as far as the concepts and theories have relevance 

to her study. In addition to this, as she has stated in her preface, the 

attempt to analyse the change that has taken place in Putatan and its possible 

trend and direction, she will leave to the concluding Chapter. Enough it is 

1 
Imp ct: Volume IV, No. 8; August - September 1974. 
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here, she therefore feels to introduce her working definition of the con- 

cept and to state to what extent she would use the above definition in 

association with her study. 

In using this definition "social change is the process by which 

alteration occurs in the structure and function of a social system", the 

writer would like to stress that the conceptual schemes encompassed in it 

are just mere tools or means rather than an end in themselves. There are 

three things to be considered when using this definition. One, that there 

is a source for the impetus to change. Two, that it is necessary to consi- 

der the ways in which change manifests itself and, lastly, that there are 

2· consequences of social change. 

The impetus of social change may have its origins inside the 

social system or outside; it could come as a planned series of change 

efforts or may be as an unplanned sequence of events. Planned change 

implies deliberate efforts by the change egents to inculcate a change into 

groups of individuals. This means that planned social change has its basis 

on declared intention of objectives. 

Unplanned change on the other hand could be attributed to the 

result of natural forces causing changes in society - making the change 

unengineered. They just happen, e.g. cultural change or cultural borro- 

wings. This passing of ideas and techniques between cultures just occurs 

spontaneously and is not directed, unlike planned social change where an 

item from one culture or social system is deliberately introduced into 

nether culture or social system. 

2z 
ltrn n Giet 11 Holt, Cre ting Social ChanQe, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 

(1972). 

"t:l borution r. <J<irding h ! bov r mos cl.y td n , n I bor r wed r:c m Zc l tm n , 
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The manifestation of social change reveals itself in the various 

aspects of society namely economic, social, cultural and political. Time 

here is relative for the changes in the various types of society. This 

means that the change can be either short term or long term which can be 

measured in terms of days, weeks, months or years depending upon the con 

text of the change. To a certain extent too, change should be considered 

in terms of micro, intermediate or macro. Using these considerations, six 

types of social change are identified. 

1. Changes in one's attitude and behaviour. 

2. Inter-generational upward mobility. 

3. Changes in group norms, values and membership. 

4. Organisational change. 

S. Grand and reltttively rapid changes - a result of an 

invention or revolution. 

6. The long term ramifications of Type 5 change. 

The changes in one's attitude and behaviour, for example can 

be seen in the change being exemplified by the persuasion of an individual 

to adopt a birth control practice. The effects of this change in the long 

run or over a long period could lead to the second type of change. This 

might be reflected in the inter-generational upward mobility. This means 

that with the introduction of birth-control into the community, parents 

are educated to have less children. In this way they experience having 

more money to spend for their own pleasure or for the education of their 

children. This could result in improved mobility for their off-spring. 

The third type which could lead in the long run to type four 

as illustrated by changes in group norms, values and membership. For 
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example, there is a possibility and a probability that the organisation 

and group can change in structure as well as in function. A political 

party can amend its constitution from time to time, if the executive 

members so think it fit. The constitution thus evolves over the years 

as a result of different leadership and values which ultimately lead to 

a different functioning of the whole system. However, the system is still 

basically the same. 

Grand and relatively rapid changes as a result of an invention 

or revolution characterise type five social change. To take again the 

example of the discovery of the birth-control pill. The widespread use of 

the pill will tend to cause many changes ln the life style and practices 

of the udopters. This case differs from type one in that type one affects 

the individual alone, in the sense that he is himself the only one who has 

been introduced to the change. He might find it difficult adopting to the 

change. Type five, however, implies that the overall population are ex 

posed to the change and so the widespread use of the birth-control pill 

will affect the society's general population control problem. It will 

soon be publicly realised by the individuals of that society that others 

are trying out the new invention. In a way people will be less inhibited 

to try out and experience for themselves. This implies then that there 

is no requirement or necessity for the individual to change his values or 

attitudes in ad9pting the new invention. The remifications of such an 

invention w"-tld lead to type six change which is broad. They could be seen 

as minor change, for example a change in female occupational behaviour 

(discarding work ~n the fields to become phe paid labourers with the Public 

Works Oopartm n~ The change could be major to the extent as facilitating 
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the modernisation process of an underdeveloped country. 

The consequences then become the final dimension of social 

change. Any changes in the system can be viewed as either structural or 

functional or both. A revolution could change the structure of the 

federal, state and in some cases local government. This could ultimately 

lead to a change in the function of the structure. For example, dissatis 

faction among the people concerning their present government could result 

in riots. In time to come these riots could cause the creation of many 

new agencies to handle problems. Or as another example, the introduction 

of a formal form of government into a situation where no formal form of 

government had existed before. This was the case of Sabah when the British 

arr.ived with their colonial system. This brought about a significant 

change which inv61ved introducing the people to new ideas and values, a 

more differentiated social structure and institutions; new political 

institutions; government policies and reforms; and also new political 

leadership.3 

Throughout her study, the writer will be looking at the specific 

changes in the area of study ffom the economic, cultural, social and to a 

lesser extent political aspects. Her choice of a broad definition has been 

designed for the very purpose of being able to see change in a specified 

yet limited horizon. 

By economic aspect, she means the type of economic institutions 

that once existed and that now exist in the community. This means the kind 

3 
Z ltman, ~· 
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of economic life the people lead, their types of jobs and occupation and 

their attitudes towards their work, wealth and property and the inheri 

tance system that they practise. 

Regarding the cultural aspect of the said change, the writer 

has taken into account the types of traditional customs, norms, religious 

and magical practices and the then attitudes that evolve out of these 

practices. 

The social aspect of the change discussed here would surround 

such facts as social structures, meaning the type of family structure as 

well as the kinship system that is present in the community. Also, the 

concomittant class structure that exists besides considering their social 

institutions, like marriages, feasts and the kinds of entertainment that 

they as kampung folks have. In addition too, the writer will also des 

cribe the types o:f attitudes her kampung people have towards their social 

institutions. Strictly speaking, the only, really formal form of govern 

ment that Sabah has experienced before the formation of Malaysia was that 

experienced under a colonial rule. Under the political aspect of this 

study of change in the Putatan·area, the writer will discuss the ways and 

means and the rules and regulations implemented as an exercise of law and 

order. Included too, would be the people's attitudes towards these poli 

tical institutions. 

An essential quality required by one who ventures to study one's 

own society is the quality of detachment. That is, the ability to detach 

oneself from the familiar social situations one is recording and thus be 

ble to perceive things more objectively. Since the more familiar the 
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situation, the more one is involved as a member of the society, the more 

difficult the detachment becomes. Because as members of that very society 

we do not find the social occurrences puzzling and thus there is a tenden 

cy for us to take for granted that things work this way or that. Thus, 

it tends to be very difficult to see things with fresh eyes and then be 

able to describe parts and interconnections with precision, then contri 

buting to the increase of our understanding. 

All this could well describe the position of the wr.tter. 

However, it should also be taken into consideration that the writer's 

acquaintance with the Kadazan society w s help in noting data and rela- 

tions which would perhaps not be noticed so easily by one not irrunediately 

acquainted with the life of the group. Furthermore, the wtiter would also 

like to stress the fact that, having been away from home, and studying a 

course that has a relation to her interests, has actually reinforced those 

interests besides making her see things in a different light. While it 

might be true to say that because of our interest we want to study, see 

and analyse things, in the set patterns that we want them to be, which to 

a certain extent constitute a limitation in our work, we have to study 

society in one way or another. Not because of anything else but because 

we are living in a society and we must ultimately try to understand it, in 

the limited methods that we have and have therefore used. Not only does 

this help us to see things in perspectives, but also to analyse, correct, 

reformulate and therefore create a basis for proper reconstructions. To 

a certain extent too, our aims and purposes are academic (even more so this 

study) and one way of accumulating data, for empirical purposes and further 
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knowledge. It is the hope of the writer that this piece of work that she 

has done, by no means flawless, would be of some help to future students 

of social change. She would also not hesitate to add that she hopes too 

that they would see flaws and limitations which they would view with 

critical analysis in order to further correct them. 

The nature of her study has compelled the writer to be highly 

dependent on the participation-observation method, observing and taking 

note of important date in view of their relevance to her study. The fact 

that she had been a resident of that particular area for fifteen years of 

her life has made her more sensitive to what could have been neglected 

facts. 

A great deal of information was also obtained through intensive 

interviews and through the questionnaires that the writer had previously 

formulated for the purpose of the interviews. The informants were mainly 

interviewed in their houses and these interviews were for the most part in 

the forms of private conversations which frequently lasted an entire after 

noon or evening. Her interviews could be called structured interviews in 

the sense that the writer had the open-ended questionnaires to act as 

guidelines into asking specific questions. They were of course directed 

for the most part by the writer along channels to provide informations on 

selected topics. The writer's way of doing this was to ask the relevant 

questions of what type of life they have had before. Then as her checks 

she asked questions on how the parents of the age-group 45 above used to 

treat them when they were young. She also made them talk of the types of 

games they used to play, stories they used to hear, festivals they used to 
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attend, and the types of punishment they used to get. Most of the old 

folks have seldom moved out of the village, in the sense of travelling 

long distances. So what they have seen, in their limited travel experi- 

ences have just been passing impressions which never, actually had any 

strong impact upon them. The fact that they are the more rigid generation, 

already acts as a check to whatever information they have given. Their 

rigidity towards old-customs and tratiition also makes them less susceptible 

to change. Throughout the writer made it a point that the interviews be 

conducted informally, allowing for the free presentation of other topics 

and not making the informants self-conscious. While conducting the inter- 

views, the writer also took time to note the type of houses the informants 

had, were they still the traditional ones or had they been changed (she 

also paid particular attention to the behaviourisms and mannerisms). 

Apart from personal data on the informants the body of the 

questionnaires consisted of four parts, namely dealing with economic, 

cultural, social and political values and attitudes of the informants. 

Informants 

The information obtained dealt with the prime objective of 

providing a comparison between what was the set up two generations ago 

~r 
and what it is now and to a greatAextent to find out whether there were 

changes at all especially among the 45 age group. The respondents consis- 

ted of two groups, mostly the generation ranging from 45 years and above 

nd those from 30 years and below (up to 15 years only). Most of the 

information that she obtained and collected from the age-group 45 and above 

was conducted by interviewing them with the aid of the questionnaires in 
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10 

person to person conversations. She especially had intensive interviews 

with the oldest folks found in the area of study. They were the ones 

who had excess to knowledge and know-how being the least flexible group, 

regarding the traditional set up found in the kampung. 

Most of the interviews were conducted in the various kampungs 

within the Putatan locality. To get an exact and accurate figure for the 

population in Putatan was a difficult task for the writer. However, through 

her talks with the village elders and the headmen she came to a rough 

estimated figure of 300 to 400 villagers. To this lot she had to wark 

down to a judgemental sample of the more accessible 45 and above group. 

One important point and factors that the writer would like to 

stress is the fact that there were very few old people who could give the 

writer the proper and correct information regarding the old traditions 

and customs. The writer thus felt that it was impractical and therefore 

a waste of time to have to go to every person of 45 and above to seek the 

information she required. Following the headmen's advice, she thus made 

it a point to see specifically the oldest villagers found in the kampung. 

This has thus made her sampled respondents of this age group limited in 

number .. Limited though they may be, however, the information had lesser 

tendency towards distortion. As mentioned befora, being the more conser 

vative and rigid lot they were more representative of the traditional 

order. Out of the stated population above, the writer only got hold of 

!!.!! very old men above the age of 65. The rest were judgemental samples 

th t included the Native Chiefs and priestesses to be found in the area. 

Th total number of respondents of the group 45 and above came to 25 .. 
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The schooling age groups, mostly 15 up to 18 years of age she 

taught voluntarily for two months over, during her long vacation. It was 

in this way that she could get close enough to her students, to speak and 

exchange views with them, both on a •student-teacher' level as well as 

just ordinary friends. She had long informal talks with them about their 

aspirations and hopes; about their families; made them write essays on 

topics like, "My Race", ''The Importance of Education" , "Heal th" , "The 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Television", "What I feel about Town and 

Karnpung Life" and "Generation Gap" specifically. She also arranged 

geographical excursions and camping trips and on such trips too she was 

able to discover a lot more about them than she would probably have done 

if she had only interviewed them whether formally or informally. Thus 

it was in this way that she acEJUired a much clearer and truthful picture 

of what the younger set in the kampung were. 

All in all, her respondents from this group were her 62 students. 

Apart from that the writer also had long talks with seven other students 

who could not attend her classes, but who participated actively in her 

geographical excursions and camping trips. 

She also held discussions with the parents of her students, 

about their children and the difficulties they faced about educating them. 

Most of those parents were also among the informants age-group 45 and above. 

Regarding the rest of her informants of the age set 30 and 

below (excluding the school children mentioned above) she talked and 

nt rviewed them informally too. Most of them were her own karnpung and 

school fticnds who were all working in the capital, Kota Kinabalu, 7 miles 
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away. Throughout her research she did not encounter any difficulty 

because her informants were very helpful in providing her with the infor 

mation she needed. 

Types of Information 

The types of information that the writer received from the age 

group set 45 and above were mostly on traditional kinship and family 

systems. Also, the types of ecobomic, social, cultural and political 

institutions that were to be found in the village two generations ago. 

This would include then, facts on the general life patterns that prevai 

led in that community and also their attitude and feelings towards the 

young. She especially received relevant information from the oldest 

people in the village regarding their old customs and traditions. 

Information from the second group (30 below) was generally 

on feelings and attitudes towards the first group (the older generation}. 

The writer asked for information regarding the type of socialization and 

orientation processes that their parents had exposed them to, the "dos 

and don•ts" that their parents expected of them. In many ways, the 

resultant information from their parents would be facts about how and what 

(first group's parents and society} had demanded of them. She also re 

ceived information on their present state of affairs. They thus, to a 

certain extent, acted as checks to information obtained from the ~irst group. 

Weaknesses 

Such an amateurish piece of work as this case study, would 

n tur lly di~play weaknesses and limitations. 
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'l'he first obvious weakness could be attributed to the fact 

that the writer was ill-prepared and inexperienced. In this way it be- 

came very difficult to discover, formulate and aak the appropriate and 

relevant questions rather than discovering the correct answers. She then, 

more or less had to practically grope in the dark where the above was 

concerned and just had to learn through trial and error. 

Another obvious weakness was her choice of the age-groups. 

She realises that it is very difficult to fix the age-groups where she 

could base her comparisons. Her justification for choosing the first 

group was that most of the parents and those who have experienced life 

during the British reign were those of ages 45 and above. They were also 

the group less susceptible to changes. If so changes would come about, 

they would be only of a lesser degree. Reliability of the information 

provided by this group was questioned - just how reliable was their 

memory7 The only available check for the writer then, as she had men- 

tioned before, was by asking the second group (30 below) their attitudes 

and feelings towards this group. She overcame this also by checking their 

information with those of ether respondents of the same age group. 

The second group was easily the most susceptible to the changes. 

They were the ones caught i"h a ailemma between the old and the new. The 

conflicts that they face are obvious. They are also the group that has 

the greatest amount of opportunities exposed to them. This comes in the 

forms of job-opportunities education, better health facilities and obviously 

ar the mke mobile group. They find more and more values in modernism 

and what it has to offer them. Rejection of the past is prominent in this 
. ,,.,. 

group. It w ~,the above reasons that they were chosen. 
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f'inally, another weakness which the writer encountered was in 

the writing of her work in a language not her owh. She had conducted her 

interviews and questionings in her own vernacular language (Kadazan), for 

the smooth flow of conversation between the informants and herself. Thus, 

because her vocabulary of the English language was limited, she finds 

difficulty in expressing herself. This could have been over.(prne had she 

used her native-tongue. 

Weaknesses and limitations, however, should not be just discarded 

to imply what they are, plain weaknesses and limitations. The writer feels 

that they should be viewed in a more practical way. That, without weaknesses, 

limitations and flaws, there is no scope for change and therefore improve 

ment. Despite the above then, it is hoped that this work will somehow do 

service in introducing to the reader, the Putatan Kadazans, what they were 

and what they are now. In having done so, she hopes that she has opened 

certain paths towards a more exhaustive and well-prepared research not 

only on the Putatan Kadazans, but also the overall Kadazan population of 

Sabah in general. 
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METHOD 

SOURCE OF INFORMATION (PEOPLE INTERVIEWED) 

TABLE ONE 

AGES 
. 

REASONS FOR CHOOSING WEAKNESSES TYPE OF INFORMATION 

45 and 1) The older people of the kampung. 

above 2) The more traditionalistic group 
who have access to the old tradi 
tions and customs. 

3) Less susceptible to change because 
they are the more rigid group. 

4) Less mobile. 

5) Experiences limited to the area 
of study. 

1) Old traditions and customs, 
scx:ial, econanic, cultural 
and political institutions. 

(entertainments, health, 
education, feasts and fes 
tivals, gen2ral life patterns). 

Importance of wealth - money - 
inheritance, property etc. 

2) Attitudes to-..:ards the young 
and themselves. 

1. Reliability of 
memory. 

2. Validity of their 
information. 

30 and 1) 

below 2) 

3) 

The younger set. 

More mobile. 

Experiences not limited to 
the area of study. 

4) Exposed to a wider range of 
opportunities - education, health 
facilities, travel etc. 

5) Easily the more susceptible 
to changes and assimilation. 

6) Conflicts between old and new. 

1) Attitudes ang general feelings 
towards the older generation. 

1. Validity of their 
information. 

2) Feelings towards their present 
state of affairs. 
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CHAPTER II 

TRADITIONAL PUTA'rAN KADAZAN SOCIETY: - 

a) The Kadazans as a race. 

b) The Area of Study. 

c) Economic institutions; Socio-cultural 

institutions; Political Institutions. 

This Chapter will deal with first, an introduction of the 

Kadazans as a race. Then, the writer will proceed with a short description 

of the area of study. '!'his will be followed with descriptions of the 

economic, socio-cultural and politic·l institutions prevalent in the area 

two generations ago. 

The Kadazans as a race: 

No one knows exactly when the Kadazans came to Sabah. However, 

it has been conjectured that they were a part of a general drift of people 

out of South China to South-East Asia dating back to perhaps 3000 B.C. 

Whether the Kadazans arrived in Sabah via the Philippines or via the Malay 

Peninsular is linknown. Who the people were who lived in Borneo before 

they arrived, apart from the Muruts who were also immigrants it seems, may 

become clearer only when further researches and information from excava- 

tions are collected. The term 'Kadazan' is a collective term to denote 

the indigenous race that makes up the majority of the native population. 

The one practical way to actually describe the Kadazans in 

v rious areas as according to Chatfield would be to use geographical classi 

fication. We thus have a mixture of terms applied. The chief group are 
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known specifically as the Kadazans (found between Papar and Menggatal), 

the Tuaran Dusuns or the Suang Lotud, the Rungus (who inhabit the Kudat 

Peninsular and Marudu Bay), the Tampasuk Dusuns or the Tindal (of Kota 

Belud) and the Dusuns of Ran.~i.t and Tambunan. To the southern fringes 

of the Kadazan area, the Klias Peninsular are the Tatana (influenced over 

a long period by Chinese traders). Another group of Kadazan stock is to 

be found in the Bingkor area. They are a mixture of Kadazan and Murut 

and are known as the Kwijaus. Along the eastern rivers are to be found 

the Kadazans too and here they term themselves Orang Sungei (Idahan) 

especially if they are Muslims. The Banggi Dusuns found in the extreme 

north are not true Kadazans but are probably more cle>sely related to the 

4 negrito peoples of the Philippines. 

All the Kadazan peoples have the same language, however, they 

do have dialect differences. They all share a similar way of life, that 

of farming either on the hills and or on the plains. 

Area of Stu~: 

Putatan, the area of study, is situated roughly seven miles 

away from the capital town of Sabah, Kota I<inabalu. It is a part of the 

area known as Penampang District. The coastal areas of Putatan are mostly 

inhabited by the Bajaus, being the fishermen and the sea-farers of Sabah. 

One to two miles inland from Putatan town itself (refer to map) and between 

half and one and a half miles away from the Bajaus are concentrated the 

Kadazans of Putatan. They are the stock that is found between Papar and 

4 
Chatfield, A ~eography of Sabah. 
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Menggatal, (the first classification) Putatan being an area lying between 

Papar and Menggatal (refer to Map). The Putatan area is actually quite 

an extensive area which comprises of a number of small kampungs, both 

Kadazan and Bajau. Some of the Kadazan kampungs where the majority of 

the Kadazans are located are Kampung Baru, Terawi (Tuaui), Kuai, Navahiu 

and Kotiduvan (Duvanson). The different localities were given different 

names, however close they were to one another. All the same, however, 

the population generally termed themselves 'the Putatan Kadazan'. Culture- 

wise and language-wise there were no differences between the people, being 

concentrated in a limited territorial area within which they satisfied 

many of their daily needs through a system of interdependent relationships. 

In a way then, it was thus a self-conscious social unit and the focus of 

self identification. 

Economic Institutions: 

a) Types of jobs/occupation 

b) Attitudes towards work/wealth/property (land 

c) Inheritance System. 

Sabah as a whole is an overwhelmingly agrarian state. Those 

who lived in their villages were nearly all in some ways connected with 

the land and its working. Being situated on the western coastal lowland 

with alluvial soils brought down to the coasts by rivers, has made the 

Putatan area ideal for the cultivation of rice, especially wet padi. The 

whole economic activity of the Kadazan people here therefore revolves 

around the cultivation of rice. However, the common occupation of the 

Kad zans, then as of now, that of farming is still on the subsistence- 
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level-growing food crops mainly to support themselves and their family. 

The farmer in the area does not or did not produce crops primarily to 

sell for cash. More often than not he disposed of some of his produce 

by barter or sale in order to obtain necessities he could not make himself. 

Prior to the introduction of money into the native economy, 

most of the natives traded through a kind of 'market-day• which was known 

as ''r amu ' or the Kadazan term 'Badi' • This was the time when the natives 

(Kadazans and Bajaus and other natives) brought to a well-recog .. ised 

spot the goods each had to barter. From far and wide, the hills, the 

coasts, the interior, the people came to b rter and trade. 

Apart from depending dir ctly on farming rice on the padi-fields 

for bis livelihood, the farmer also grew vegetables, tapioca, sweet potatoes 

as subsidiary crops. To add to this, the fact that only one crop of rice 

was grown each year had often encouraged the tending of small garden as 

an addition to the farmer's activities and this provided him with a little 

ready cash in between planting and harvesting seasons. Rubber trees were 

tapped whenever the farmers had the time or possibl!f when the price of 

rubber was high. However, this tending to rubber gardens was actually 

only restricted to the natives who did own rubber gardens and if they did 

I<. 
not, they would more often than not become tenants of those lu~y ones 

who did own rubber gardens. Rubber planting was introduced into Sabah by 

the British colonialists in the early period of their reign when they dis 

covered that rubber could thrive well in Sabah and that it could in the 

long run prove to be a lucrative and renumerative source of income for them. 

So they introduced the growing of rubber and the natives picked up this 

tr d from them. 
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Quite regularly, fishing was done either by setting fish-traps 

in the nearby rivers or fishing in the sea. Women in the meantime, apart 

from weeding the fields, planting and transplanting the young padi from 

the nurseries to the padi fields, also reared pigs and poultry. They 

also weaved baskets, their own clothings, mats or 'sew' atap for thatching 

roofs. If they were not doing any of these chores, they would be found 

skirting the hillsides and the sea-coasts for firewood and the liKe. The 

younger set in the kampung, if they did not go to school (as most of them 

did not then) had to help their parents in the fields. And during the 

slack season, the boys had to look after the buffaloes whereas the girls 

had to help look for firewood and find food for the pigs. Aside from 

that, the young gitls of ages between 10 and 15 years had also to help 

their mothers to 'sew' atap. In the evening, after the meals, a group of 

them used to troop to houses of particular priestesses to 'moki-iaa' or 

go for training to become fhe future priestesses of the kampungs. In 

which case, they would have to act as the witch-doctors, healers and the 

mediators between the living and the~ and the 'other world' (especiallly 

when conducting funeral rites and rituals). These priestesses even today 

are some of the most respected persons found in the kampung. In the 

evening then, one would witness these young girls sitting patiently night 

after night trying to memorise line after line of prayers to their deities. 

The writer discovered that most of the older priestesses who could be 

found had a strange (to more civilised ears) uncanny way of remembering 

facts and events and in themselves they actually became part-time his 

torians. 
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Having priestesses were more popular then having priests 

among the Kadazans generally. 'l'he males in the villages before the Kada- 

zans resorted to a sedentary life style used to spend their time h~nting 

in the jungles. Their womenfolk at home, kn~wing the dangers their men- 

folk faced, used to pray for their safety. (TheR"Ungus Kadazan in the 

northern part of Sabah still to a certain extent practise this today). 

This beginning in later period developed into the Moki-iaa institutions 

where the girls were trained and taught to say specific prayers for 

specific actions and occasions. The men themselves did not have time 

for these sessions for they were busy elsewhere, hunting, fishing, 

working on the fields or building and mending houses. Furthermore, it 

was considered more manly to show one's str ngth and worth in doing 

manual labour then in chanting prayers well into the night. 

Cooperation is an aspect of the life of the subsistence 

farmer. Within the village, the communal spirit prevailed so that the 

individual profited from the labour of many. In this way, the individual 

was not dependent entirely on his own exertion. The individual could not 

do without the goodwill and assistance of his neighbours especially at 

planting and harvesting time. They have then created a system in which 

a hand is gladly lent because sooner or later help will come in return. 
hC\n.l 

Often this habit of extending a helping~ended in being a complex system of 

customs that regulate the giving and receiving of help in harvesting padi. 

The Kadazans of Putatan term this 'giving and receiving of help' as 

Mitaa-tabang. The spirit of cooperation is known as Ounung. It is then 

obvious from the above that the Putatan Kadazans making up a community 

by themselves - were self-supporting since they produced commodities 

sufficient to meet their simple needs. 
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Most of the farmers in the area cultivated their own land 

while a smaller portion became tenants to those who owned lands. No large 

land-owners have arisen because in Sabah, the sale of land is prohibited 

especially to non-natives.5 Furthermore under customary law in East 

Malaysia: 

"••• Semua tanah pada hakikatnya adalah kepunyaan 
bersama dari tiap-tiap Masyarakat Hukum Adat yang 
bersangkutan ••• di mana kepentingan bersarna lebih 
diutamakan dari kepentingan perseorangan ••• Tanah 
di dalam lingkungan Masyarakat Hukum Adat dipunyai 
bersama-sama oleh anggota-anggotanya dan bukan 
seperti kepunyaan ••• badan berkanun dalam pengertian 
Undang-Undang Barat ••• " 

(Translation: "···All 1 nds are collectively owned 
by the mernl?_8rs of the Adat Law Community in which 
collective interests override personal interests. 
The rea of 1 nd in which the Ad t Law Community 
is situated is collectively owned by the members 
and not b~ the Adat Law Community as a Statutory 
body ••• 11) 

However, the individual has the right to use or cultivate the 

land. Under Customary Law this is known as 'hak pakai'. The stage of 

'hak milik' will come if he so chooses to continue to cultivate or dwell 

on that piece of land. This stage will entitle him to haYe ownership of 

5section 
15 & 17 of Sabah Land Ordinance: 

Section 15: 

Native Customary rights shall be held to be inter alia:- 

a) Land possessed by customary tenure; 
b) Land that has been cultivated or built on within three years. 
Section 17: 

a) All dealings in land between non-natives on the one hand, and natives 
on the other hand, are hereby expressly forbidden, and no such dealings 
shall be valid or shall be recognised in any court of law unless they 
sh 11 have been entered into and concluded before the 16th day of 
J nuory, 1883, or in the terms of the next following clause. 

6 AJ~t !A..· 
Abdull h Sidclck: engantar Undang-Undans,"'Malaysia .. ( J~}·O) 
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the land. The above is in accordance with acquiring land through custo 

mary tenure meaning the lawful possession of land by natives either by 

continuous occupation for three or more consecutive years, as understood 

under the Sabah Land Ordinance. 

In the area of study, of the 25 respondents, 16 owned their 

own lands while the rest worked as tenants. It is interesting to trace 

historically how the unclaimed lands inhabited by wild animals then, were 

claimed and turned into padi-fields. According to the elders in the area, 

lawlessness prevailed prior to the British Occupation. Head-hunting was 

~fe and pirates roamed the seas. Although it has been knovm historically 

that others apart from the British, specifically the Chinese, Bruneis and 

the Suluks from the Sulu Islands at one stage ruled the people of Sabah 

written historical evidence is somewhat lacking unlike written documents 

kept since the British. Of this we have access to today. Natives then 

settled their own disputes by tribal custom, such as head-hunting. Head 

hunting was one way by which people could safe-guard their villages, land 

and properties and thus isolate themselves from the marauders (other 

headhunters). As in the case of the Putatan Kadazans - the one way by 

which they prevented the Bajaus from infiltrating into their communities 

was through the practice of headhunting. The Bajaus, (nighly dependept 

on nothing else but fishing for their livelihood) often plagued the ad 

joining villages (to which they trade their fish for goods like rice and 

bananas etc.) by stealing buffaloes and rice from the villages. As a 

remedy for this the Kadazans turned aggressive and had to resort to 

headhunting. This prevented both Kadazan and Bajau societies from 

assimilating. In fact the Kadazan would much ruther prefer to associate 
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themselves with the Chinese than the Bajaus. Animosity and suspicions 

thus prevented both parties from mingling freely with one another. To 

this very day, despite the fact that two of the Bajau kampungs adjoin 

the Kadazan kampungs, there has been no assimilation. Inter-marriage was 

also negligible. 

Head-hunting is also associated with the claiming of the free 

land as was the erection of megaliths and menhirs (stone and/or wooden 

monuments) which was once a traditional culture especially among the 

Kadazans in the West Coast regions mainly from the Kinarut and Tuaran 

centred in the Penarnpang district (Putatan is within the Penampang 

district and not fr from Kinarut). This trait of the Kadazan culture 

was practised in times when there was a need to collect stone-boulders for 

the erecting of the boulder as a monument for the person who owned land 

but did not have any heir to pass his property to. In such a case the 

person who received the land had to erect the monument whether stone or 

wooden, in memory of the dead persons. It was not an easy task to 

get hold of a big slab of stone in the olden days. The native had to go 

across hills and vll.leys and often encountered thick jungles, headhunters 

and pirates and had to resort to headhunting himself. The difficulty of 

acquiring the stones in those days also gave the possessor attributes 

like 'bravery': 'high status'; and 'strength1l It was by collecting 

stone-boulders from the coasts, having to fight both headhunters and 

pirates and having to resort to head-hunting themselves that the people 

manged to claim freeland. I~ those days, one big boulder of stone was 

quivalentto the worth of one piece of land (what the actual size of the 

worth of the piece of land was, the writer was unable to discover). So 
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what the braver Kadazans did was to go out in groups, tried to collect as 

many boulders as possible, bring them ho~e, plant these boulders where 

they fancied and take the surrounding land to be theirs. 

The writer has discovered through further research that this 

could be the crude equivalent of the natives' attempt to acquire land 

legally. The elaboration below could perhaps explain this. 

To w1,n land with a final legal title among the Kadazan was a 

recent development, which the natives imported from the British in mid- 

1800. 

Sabah had no form of gov .rnment before the British came. 'l'hus 

there was no formal body to decide as to who should own land legally. 

When the British arrived they set up a government. This government for 

mulated laws including land laws for the regulation and administration of 

the people. 

Under English Property Law, all lands that are not owned by 

individuals are state lands, so there was no free land as in the Adat Law 

Community. With the introduction of a formal system of government, it was 

no longer proper and legal on the part of the natives to freely use and 

cultivate a piece of land. For, if the land was not registered, one 

dwelling on or cultivating it could be evicted. This drove the natives to 

apply for land to which they became registered owners. Thus, in their zest 

to take legal possession of land, the natives first collected the boulders. 

They then pl nted these to serve as signs that they wanted to make a claim 

for the particular plot ·tif land. Having done that, they most probably sent 

applications to the government for legal ownership of the marked lands, 

(which uouo.lly w s guaranteed considering the small population and a vast 
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area of unclaimed land). 

Of course in later times, as in the period two generations 

ago, land did change in ownership through sales. Generally, however, 

selling land to kins or outsiders was never counted as one of the good 

practices of a Kadazan. It would be considered as a loss of face on the 

part of the individual to sell his land. This acted as a discouragement 

for the Kadazans to part easily with their land. The possession of land 

was so important that they used to save money so as to be able to buy 

plots k>f land from the wealthier lot among them. 

This was possible two generctions ago because employment away 

from the land was offered to the lucky ones by the British government, 

especially when they happened to have some formal education through the 

missions or otherwise. Such employment came in the form of posts in 

government services as clerks in the Administration, policemen in the 

Police Force, Native Chiefs (indirectly the government tax-collectors) 

which were the more common and popular jobs. Obviously the motive behind 

seeking jobs outside of the land was to collect as much money {cash) as 

possible and having made enough .·.to return home to the karnpungs to work 

once more on the lands, (having bought the land first). It should be taken 

into consideration that the Kadazan native sought employment outside of 

the land not for economic gains and progress as such or in the wider scope 

that modern man conceives of money, namely, speculating on the accumulation 

of wealth (money) for long term {personal) economic planning that is 

business ventures and investments. If at all the native Kadazan sought 

employment this way, it was basically for immediate economic purposes only, 
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that is, to buy essentials or foodstuffs and a little bit of clothing for 

the wife and the children. 

Inheritance: 

As regards inheritance, the passing on of wealth and assets to 

heirs, the Putatan Kadazans in the period two generations §go, as prior 

. 1 to that, had an inheritance system akin to that practised in Papar. 

"•••The eldest son takes the major portion of both 
movable and immovable property; then came the younger 
sons and after them the daughters, but each must have 
some share in the estate ••• " 

It is not actually known why the natives in the Putatan area 

had this type of practice. However, it can possibly be attributed to the 

fact that generally the Kadazans believe that sooner or later the daugh- 

ter leaves the family and joins another where she will be provided for by 

her husband and his family. Thus it was unnecessary for her to inherit 

a large portion of any property. 

The life of the Kadazan native in Putatan is by no means devoid 

of problems. However, his problems then as of old and to a certain extent 

even now in some areas, were problems with both his friend and his enemy ••• 

nature! From long and bitter experiences the Kadazan learnt to make use 

of what nature has given him •••• fertile land, rain and the sun to help 

him in ,cultivation. In this way he had to learn as did his father before 

him, the tricks of the trade. This was to keep a close watch on the 

we ther nd thus to decide which period it was mott appropriate to start 

7 
Rutt r Owen, The Pagans of North Borneo, 1929, pp. 168. 
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cultivating his crops. The farmer is subjected to the whims of the 

weather - heavy rains, dry periods, strong winds apart from the suscep- 

tibility of the crops to diseases. The above might well spoil the crops 

on the farmer's land, making his life more difficult. 

Attitude Towards Work: 

Due to the nature of his situation and the type of occupation 

he had to pursue, the Kadazan farmer formed certain attitudes towards his 

occupation. Basically he has become complacent. He is capable of hard 

work and is in fact hardworking because of the very nature of his work. 

All the same, there is no achievement-motivation on his part to seek 

wealth and money for their own sake. 1rhus he does not try to be compe- 

titive because he does not want to, for to him there is no necessity to 

be so. Consequently, to more ambitious eyes and minds, the Kadazan 

farmer has been slanderously graded and termed 'lazy' and 'slothful(. This 

they do when they see this lack of improvement materially of the farmer. 

One simply criticises him, overlooking the fact that for him, the old days 

were simple, free, leisurely and even if primitive to more sophisticated 

eyes, they'l!er~ however, happy ones. Naturally, it is quite unlike the 

present mundane, punctual, bureaucratic, competitive, exploitative, 

oppressive and restricted way of living. It is true that the 45 above group 

is 
of the writer's respondents still have not d;:carded the type of attitude 

above. They could Mot. Their parents have had that attitude and they 

were thus brought up with it. Furthermore they have their prejudices and 

customs which they are slow to discard, and they only ask that these may be 

respected, if not observed by those with whom they come in contact with. 
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Money: 

· With the introduction of money, the whole gamut of barter 

trade was changed. The traditional method of production also had to 

change for more universal ones. Directly or indirectly, therefore, all 

other aspects of native life, beginning naturally with one's means and 

methods of acquiring food and clothing (necessities of life) for the 

family, were affected and thus have had to dhange. In this way then, 

and as stated previously, money as money (and as a store of wealth) one 

had little use for. Money as a means of investment was bound to be uti 

lised only on one of the recognised forms of n tive wealth, important 

assets and property being on the purchase of land, buffaloes, gongs, 

brass utensils and as in the olden dQys, on jars. (The primitive Kada 

zans in those olden days practised a custom which entailed burying the 

dead in fairly large size jars. In fact, in certain villages in Sabah 

namely, Kampung Kelawat in Kota Belud, this practice still prevails today. 

However, this practice is restricted to more wealthy rnembrs of the village 

community and specifically among the Pagans). 

Nevertheless, because of the introduction of a facility like 

money by the British Chartered Company and the zest for business that the 

Chinese tradei>shad, manifested in the opening of shops at strategic points, 

the natives changed their ways, slowly and painfully but surely. For, these 

shops brlbught goods like cloth, knives, cheap jewellry, salt and possible 

substitutes for their ceremonial requirements. They have also offered an 

easier way of getting goods, that is, provided the natives have the money. 
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Social and Cultural Institutions: 

1) Family Structures; Kinship System; Class Structures. 

2) Traditional practices; religions and magical practices; 

social and ceremonial practices. 

In this section of this Chapter, we shall deal with the profile 

of the traditional socio-cultural aspects of the Kadazan community in 

Putatan practised two generations ago. 

•ro begin with, in that period two generations ago, there were 

more pagans (animists) among the Kadazans than there are now. The pagans 

believed most ardently in the spirits and spiritual world. They thus had 

many rites and rituals conducted to show and give honour to the things 

that nature have endowed them with, namely food (here food is specifically 

rice the staple food) and shelter. The native reacted thus, for, being 

the simple person that he was, he believed that veneration and thanks 

giving to the gods was through offering and conducting rites and rituals. 

In order to conduct the above they held various feasts and ceremonies. 

And these feasts and ceremonies in turn became the social entertainment 

for the community. Such social entertainment was further institutionalised 

to become the village's social institutions. 

It is for both practical purposes and the above reasons that 

the writer has decided to combine the social and cultural institutions 

together in one section. 

Before going into the intricacies of the socio-cultural 

institutions, the writer will deal first with the family structure, kin 

ship system and the class or social structure that prevailed in the village. 
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Family Structure 

In the Kadazan society, the father is normally the head of 

the house. This means that he controls and takes charge of the finance 

and all decision-making falls on him. However, unlike the traditional 

Chinese women who suffered an inferior position, this is not the case 

of the Kadazan women. She has her share in decision making, socialising 

or discipling the children or in anything to do with family matters. In 

fact in some of the families which the writer interviewed, it was the lady 

of the house who took charge of keeping the money for the family. 

Kinship System 

Strong kinship ties and solidarity were inherent among the 

kindred group in Putatan. For despite the fact that the individual 

families no longer live in langhouses but in individual residences, 

relatives still influence each other. The diagram below might explain 

this more. 
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Say for example A. and Bare from two different families and 

they get married. They beget four children C, D, E and F. Thej_r 
grandparents are I, J, G and H. 

Now for example in a decision-making matter, both A and B 

find it difficult to solve the problems themselves. They would normally 

not only consult their parents on both sides (I, J, G & H) but also their 

brothers and siste.ss ••• namely Land K. As regards the exercise of dis- 

cipline upon c, D, E and F; I, J, G and H did have a lot of influence and 

say in the matter. So did Land K. This was done without any resentment 

on the part of A and B. In fact c, D, E and F had to regard Land~ as 

not only their elders but as their p rents and gu r:di ns if and when for 

for example in the case when both parents have passed away. They were 

obliged to obey them as though the.y were their own parents. For example 

too, because of kinship ties, a kin( will always help another in times of 

distress and trouble especially if the other party is poorer than the other. 

To reciprocate, the poorer kin will repay the debt may be not ·:in kind 

but in whatever way be could. One was therefore always guaranteed of a 

help from a kinsman anytime and any place. It is not uncommon to find 

the Kadazan practising this kindred spirit anywhere. One good example is 

that if a kin should wander to a different village and come across 

families to whom he might be distantly related, he would be assured of 

hospitality and help. Another example of this close relationship of the 

kindred group is the fact that when disposing or selling property such 

as land and the like, it is typical of the Kadazans to first sell them 

to their kin. Or, during weddings, harvesting, the big feasts like 

~agan~, M99inakan, Momohizan and funerals, the whole kindred members would 

be present to help in any way possible. 
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Class structure in Traditional Putatan ociety: 

Traditional Putatan Kadazan society before the implementation 

of the legal title of land by the British was, (to use Marshall D. Sahlin's 

8 term) an 'egalitarian society'. What he meant by this was that: 

"•••All members of the group have customary rights 
of use; however, the head has the prerogatives of 
administering utilizations, which he does in the 
best interest of the group as a whole ••• " 9 

It was through her discussions and interviews with her 

respondents and others in the village that the writer discovered that 

the above held true far traditional Putatan Kadazan soc~ety. 

When the legal title of land was implemented, this egalitarian 

set-up was upsetttd.we discussed earlier on the ways by which land was 

claimed and acquired in traditional Putatan Kadazan society. It was in 

this way that the egalitarian trait in the society's social and class 

structure was changed. 

However, despite the fact that some of the villagers had 

larger acreage of land than the oters, a feudal set-up did not evolve 

in Putatan then. True, there was a feeling of envy among those who had 

less acreages far those who had larger acreages; but it ended there. 

The wealthier group themselves never made it a practice to exploit their 

own fellowmen. Furthermore, at that period, kinship, solidarity, the 

spirit of OUnung and the practice of Mitaa-tabang were still very strong. 

This in turn prevented the development of personal-individual selfish 

gains nd interests. 

a 
Sahlins Marshall D, Social Stratification in Polynesia, University of 
W shington Press (1958). 

9s hlims, ~· 
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Nevertheless, it cannot be denied that, that state of affairs 

have proved in the long run to be short-lived, what with the infiltration 

of the external influences that we have stressed in this work. Thus the 

path towards social stratification has been opened and paved by the very 

implementation of the 'legal title of land' yet another external influence. 

Reverence for rice not only among the Putatan Kadazans but 

elsewhere among the general Kadazan race in Sabah too, is carried to such 

an extent as having ceremonies before planting, after planting, during 

the growth of the rice, before harvesting and after harvesting. Below 

are the various ceremonial practices associated with rice as practised by 

the Kadazans. 

Monotok (Monqotok): 

This was conducted at the time when the rice grains are to 

be planted in the nursery or nurseries before being tBansplanted to the 

wet padi-fields. Apparently, it is the act of chasing away the evil 

spirits from the nurseries and also from the fields. It is believed that 

ill-fate would befall the owners of the fields if this ritual was not 

observed. This would come in the form of ploughs getting broken, buffa 

loes meeting with accidents (buffaloes are real assets as a beast of 

burden) or members of the family getting sick so that work on the fields 

would be discontinued. 

Manavit: 

This is another ritual where offerings are given to the spirits 

of the fields. It is conducted about a month or so after the transplanting 

of the ~cedlings from the nurseries to the fields. At such an occasion 
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Chickens and rice wine are offered to the spirits. The rites and rituals 

were of course conducted by the priestesses. 

~avau and Mohohizan: 

This was done after the harvesting and most especially if the 

harvest for that year was plentiful. This ritual is conducted to entreat 

the spirits of the rice to come home and stay in the rice-barns. The 

Kadazans also had this ceremony called "Papasaakoi do Barnbaazon" or 

''" ~asaakai do Sunduvan do Paai". 'l'he government of Sabah has today made 

the dates of 11th, 12th and 13th May official public holid ys to especially 

allow the Kadazans to celebrate the end of the harvesting, and therefore 

to "Papasaakoi do. Bamb azan'! , This is possibly similar to the "Ngawai 

~"a harvest festival of the Ibans in Sarawak. However, for the Kadazans 

themselves harvest festivals in the forms of Momohizan or Magavau start as 

eany as February and end by early May. 

Magavau normally last for a day and a night and people feast 

and make merry throughout the night and day. Momohizan takes place a few 

days after the Magavau, and is conducted on a much more elaborate scale 

then the ~g,avau. This part of the ritual was to entreat the spirits or 

tic:e to which the Kadazans give the terms Miontong or Bambaazon, to look 

after the rice plants in the next planting season. The above then, were 

the common practices associated with rice. 

~oopi or Mogondi: 

The K d'z ns do not have a formal type of religion like 

Cl\t:L..rti ni ty, llinduiom, Iol m and Duddhi::;m. Possibly like Chinese Confu 

~ or T o~rn which re mo ... tly w ys of living liv~s, so also with 
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the I<adazans. Paganis"! or the equivalent of Animism being the belief 

of spirits existing in objects is their way of life and not their religion. 

But in Paganism which also believe in God and spirits, they have their 

rites and rituals which resemble something of the rites and rituals in 

Church where there are prayers and hymns and corrununions. The priestesses 

who conduct the ceremony also pray and have her own hymns in the form of 

her chantings. At that time period to which we are dealing with, the 

People might have heard and seen of doctors (to them. working miracles) 

healing an almost dying person. Regardless of this however, influences 

to seek for medical treatment from the immacul tely cl n figure dcessC:?d 

in white were still negligible. 'l'his rncunt that medical services mostly 

benefitted the town people. And, if the natives did seek medical advice 

and treatment, they either feared the injections or the operations, if and 

when they were needed. Thus, in times of sicknesses and the like, to them 

the most reliable person to turn to for help was always the priestess. 

F'or who knows, the child or the sick person could and would be struck by 

evil spirits who have the habit of roaming about! This was what normally 

crossed their minds as the ~~iter discovered through their speech and 

conversations. Nodsopi or Mogondi both terms are synonymous, apart from 

being conducted for healing purposes were also associated with the 'chasing 

after the spirit•, or Koduuduvo (soul) of the individual especially if he 

hact a bad dream. It w s also conducted when interpreting dreams. 

!!-9 ng and Moginakan: 

'£he M c ng io conduct d to ask favours from the spirits: 

1) For good h0 1th 

2) F~r -~ro:~1e_:::r t~ ~;~m:: ... of 1-\.. n~ ~n~f; n~ ... ~1r their dom stic 
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It is also held when for example families who have in their 

Possessions skulls (the remains of the head-hunting scenes) want to re- 

move this string of skulls from their old abode to a new one. It is a 

grand feast and one which normally lasts for a week. It was for this 

reason and because of the heavy expenses involved that the villages 

resorted to having this ceremony only when necessary, as when moving 

into a new house. 

!:!s>ginakan 

This was yet another great feasting occasion for the Kadazans. 

The celebration of this feast was associated with any of the following:- 

1) To ask favours from the spirits. 

2) To erect the megaliths or menhirs. Megaliths are known 

as Sinninggazanak (to denote a doll, puppet or statue) 

and menhirs as Vatu (stone). This is associated with 

their custom of honouring one who died heirless. 

3) To erect the stone boulder prior to making a claim over 

a piece of land (explained earlier on in the Chapter). 

It was an occasion for all kinsmen to gather and be with one 

another. 

~rriage: 

The writer discovered there were three ways by which marriage 

could take place. In all three cases and whether arranged or not arranged, 

th writ r dir;cov red that the boys had more say regarding the matter, 

th n did the girls. 
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IV. A Megalith or the Sininggazanak. 
(Back-ground - Buit-hill Clinic, Putatan) 

Two other examples of megaliths. 
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~ranged Marriage: 

For example, in the arranged marriage both the boy and his 

future wife were forced into marriage. Everything was arranged by their 

Parents; from the settlement of the bride price or Dowry to the wedding 

expenses. It was a popular practice especially among the wealthy people 

in the area. However, this should not be taken to mean that all the 

Wealthy people in Putatan practised this. It was only so, for the parti 

cular lot who wanted to keep their wealth intact. The writer feels that 

this is probably more of a recent development and influence rather than 

an institutionalised custom. If the re der would refer back to the methods 

that the natives acquired land and we 1th earlier on in the Chapter, then 

this would become clearer. The natives before they acquired lands and 

Wealth were an egalitarian lot, sharing what they had with one another. 

With the introduction of wealth in the forms of having more land, buffa 

loes, domesticated animals and the like, they were divided into different 

societal strata. And, the wealthy began to associate themselves more 

1 with the wealthy, and the poorer reactec in the same fashion. 

~n-Arranged Marriage: 

There were two ways by which non-arranged marriage was conducted. 

1) The male relates to his parents the girl of his choice. 

The dealings will be left to his parents. However, the 

marriage will depend upon the consent of the girl's 

parents. 

2) The boy discovers his marriage partner but perhaps as 

JCCOrding to his judgment, the response from the girl 

i3 not forthcoming. He finds it difficult to forget her. 
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Given the opportunity, for example, any feast day or 

any encount r, in full public view, he gr<lbs hold of her, 

especially at the breasts. Such manifestations are of 

course outrageous to the adults in the village. The 

only normal way to deal with such a scandalous deed and 

also to 'save face' for both parties (families) is to 

have both the young man and woman rushed into marriage. 

In this case too, the girls had sometimes no choice but 

to agree to the marriage and lets her parents deal with 

the mat,ter. 

I I 

Before the actual wedding can take place, however, there are 

C:ertain conditions to be fulfilled on the p rt of th male. For a whole 

Year before he can get marr L ed to the girl of his choice, he has to 

· '~mupu• or live in the house of the girl to show and prove his worth, 

by worlcing hard for her family. At the end of the stipulated time, if 

his personulity and conduct are favourable as judged by his prospective 

in-laws, the marriage will ultimately take place. If not, then he will 

leave in disgrace and face the scorn of not only bis kins and the girl's 

Parents but the whole village. While this was so, there were actually 

not many such cases that happened in the kampung. Marriages did take place, 

and the girls had to go and live with their in-laws. 

~nerals: 

Since there were rites and rituals for any ceremony that the 

Kad z ns conducted, there were also proper rites and rituals conducted for 

fun r ls. 

The Putatan Kadazans term for funeral is Humisau. On the 

fun r l d y i tu elf, th y used to Momodunsai. That is, the women wailed to 

the? ccomponimcnt of the beating of gongs. Aft r the buri J., thy hid to 
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!iomisok sumbu or literally •the blowing of the light'. Apparently this 

Was the time when the soul came home to pay the living a visit and to 

confirm the fact that he was really dead. He could only do this in the 

dark. The next day, the house occupants had to Mogukas, being just 

another ritual associated with funerals. Moginhozop (speaking to the 

dead) another ritual is conducted about ten days after the funeral. 

The Kadazans in Putatan used to bury their dead in big jars 

Which they called Kakanan. This customary practice was probably of 

Chinese influence. They no longer practise it now. 

Associated with the funeral rituals was the Mobpuod, being the 

~ning observances pr ctised ither by the widow or the widower. Nor 

mally, the widow or the widower had to be kept in isolation from the 

rest of the society because unless and until they had fulfilled the 

strict requirements of purification, they would have been considered 

Contaminated and unclean to mix freely in the community. The isolation 

P!!riod ranged from three months to six months or so. This depended on 

how meticulous the widow or widower were in following the mourning rites 

and rituals (that is, according to the priestess as well as the public's 

Opinions). If the rites and rituals were carried out favourably, then 

themoULning period would be lessened by the priestess. 

~itic 1 Institutions: 

(i) ocial sanctions - ways and means rules/regulations as 

on xcrcise of law and order. 

The apparent lawlessness of Sabah prior to the British occu- 

p tion g vc the British coloni lists an imp tus to introduce their system 
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of law and order into Sabah. By simultaneously incorporating the native 

Common laws and customs into their legal system, the British were better 

able to directly administer the natives.10 Naturally, this was highly 

advantageous to the British. 

In considering the types of political institutions or native 

administration that prevailed in Putatan two generations ago, we have to 

take a look at the way the British administered the natives during their 

reign. Before the coming of the British to Sabah, the natives then 

(implying the Kadazans here) already had present amongst them a body of 

customs and common law by which the headmen administered justice in the 

1 11 
"I llages. As mentioned above, the British rulers incorporated the 

native laws into their own legal system, of which the basic spirit and 

instructions had changed little since two generations ago. In fact the 

government of Malaysia to this very day has adopted that very system of 

government administration. The Malaysian system of government is exer- 

Cised through the hands of the Federal Parliament which is an importation 

Of the British Parliamentary system. The only difference here is that 

whereas Parliament is supreme in Britain, it is the Federal Constitution 

that is supreme in Malaysia. And whereas the British system is unitary, 

Malaysia is a Federation. 

10 
Refer to North Borneo Application of Laws Ordinance, 1951, at page 75, 
of Ahmad Ibrahim's Towards a History of Law in Malaysia and Singapore. 
~h 1951 Ordinance provides that the common law of England and the 
doctrine~; o:f equity, together with statutes of general application, as 
dminictcr d or in force in England at the time of the commencement of 

th Ordinance, shall be the law in force in North Borneo with the proviso 
th t the c id conunon law, doctrines of equity and statutes of general 
pplic tion shall be in force so far only as the circumstances of North 

Sorn o und itc inhab t nts pennit nd subject to such qualifications 
o locol circumstances nd n tive customs render necessary. 

11 
Hutter, op. cit., pp. 135. 
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Thus the Government of then tives two generations ago was 

administered by the Governor appointed by a Court of Directors. Beneath 

the Governor were the Residents, of whom there were four. They were 

Resident of the West Coast, Resident of the East Coast, the Resident of 

Kudat and the Resident of the Interior. Under the Residents were the 

District Officers and the Cadets. Within each district and sub-district 

of the respective Residencies, the headmen of the various villages carried 

12 
on minor administration under the Native Chiefs, who were in turn 

responsible to the District Officers. These Native Chiefs presided over 

Native cour+a which dea.lth with offences again t ns tive customs and with 

breaches of Mohamadan Law. 

The administrative officers in their magisterial capacity held 

courts which were concerned with normal civil actions, breaches of the laws 

of the colony and offences against the Penal Code. District Officers 

and their assistants while having their own duties to perform also had to 

act as the Assistant Collectors of Land Revenue and Assistant Protector 

of Labour. In the former case the Native Chiefs had to aid them in their 

Work of collecting taxes. 

The Government then wanted to conduct and govern village admi- 

nistration through the Native Chiefs and Headmen. In encouraging this, they 

Used to pay the Native Chiefs and the Headmen. 

12The term::; Native Chiefs and Headmen are synonymous , The natives themselves 
Us d the term he dmen or Orang Tua (Malay terra) more popularly for their 
he dmon. Native Chiefs were the terms used by the British for these head 
men. When a headman was given the term Native Ch<i!f by the British, it 
w .... conoider d th· t he had a more import<:mt and pres tigous role than 
the ordinary he dmun in the kampung. Thus he could delegate adminis- 
tr tive worko for the other he dman in the locality. 
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The British found this satisfactory considering they had to 

tule a vast ar a and there were not many European staff then. It was 

also cheap because they did not have to pay the natives chiefs and the 

headmen much. Apparently some of the Native Chiefs were paid only 

between $5 to $10 per month. 

Actually the British were only legalising an already existing 

Practice among the natives in the form of the work of the native chiefs 

or the headmen. 

"In the past, leadership in the kindred group was by 
the brave and the strong. The basis of power w s 
derived from age, sex, property and personal knowledge and 
of dherence to custom r:y laws nd reputation for fairness 
and tolerance ••• Such individu ls were usu lly older men 
with wealth, skilled in many ctivities such as war and 
hunting. The ascendency to political leadership was 
through a long process of public acceptance. The potential 
leader must show willingness to help others in work, and 
give advice. The leadership is ••• not hereditary ••• 1113 

With the appearance of the British, the headmen's work was 

extended to notifying the nearest magistrates or police officer of crimes, 

Offences, unnatural deaths or outbreak of diseases, besides first investi- 

9ating them. In this way he supervised village life and had power and 

tesponsibility of a minor magistrate, which made him preside over native 

Courts, and to try all cases that involved natives only. Thus, save for 

some really serious crimes like murder, kidnapping and major robbery or 

theft, th n.::itive chiefs and/or the headmen had to try all cases that 

inv lv d the natives. In many ways their decisions had to be and were in 

0.C::cord nc \lith local customs (religious, sexual or general). (The writer 

h d grnndf thcr who was a headman, after which he was appointed a 

ta 
Sub· 1 Fr dcrick Y., Gradu tion Exercise 1973, University Malay. 
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Native Chief to be later promot d to become District Chief of his own 

district. It was through him that she came to know a little about the 

nature of his type of work.) The Pagan (native) laws fell into 

11 ••• three main headings: Offences against property, 
offences against the person and offences against the 
community. In the first group (offences against the 
person) correct relationship is demanded and breach 
of observances are punished, often severely ..... 14 

These laws were still held amongst the Kadazans in Putatan two genera- 

tions ago. 

fil:titudes of the N tives tow rds the Politic 1 Institutions: 

It would be wrong to gener lise that politics has never 

appealed to the Kadazans. In considering natives' attitudes towards 

Politics, certain possible causes have to be taken into consideration. 

Possibly the following were the reasons for the lack of active 

Political participation leading to a certain degree of apparent disinterest 

and indifference, and the consequent complacency of the Kadazans. One 

Cause could be that the Kadazan being a peasant is so caught up and in- 

11olved in his method of making a living, did not have the time to specu- 

late, think or even bother about the political affairs. He had a full life 

to lead, up early in the morning to tend to his garden and fields and 

going to bed.early because he was tired. If he chanced to have talks and 

cliscusi:;ions \..;ith his f'r Lends, it would probably be about his crops and 

doin ... tic imals and work. Th.i.s could be taken as true for the area of 

study b cauoc, in the cour.se of her conversations with the age group 45 and 

14 
Rutter, 02. cit., pp. 135. 
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above, three out of 35 of her respondents showed signs of inclinations 

towards havf.nq discussions on politics. 'l'he rest limited themselves to 

every-day kampung affairs like 'what so and so did, fishing, bad crops etc.>•' 

As we have discussed previously, the native chiefs and headmen 

Played important roles in village administration and village life, He 

became the respected person that he showed himself to be. By his role 

alone, consciously or unconsciously, the villagers became very much depen 

~ent on him as their leader and representative to the government. The 

native chiefs and headmen were about the only active members politically 

because they were in clos contact with the government. The British rule 

happened to be an indirect rule. In this way dissociation and a gradual 

drifting away from active particip tion in anything concerning the formal 

9overrunent among the natives arose. While this might be so, one cannot 

reject the fact that the villagers did take an active part in the selec 

tion of their headmen and native_chiefs.15 

Immigrant labour force in the form of the Chinese from Hong 

Kong and the island of Hainan meant something for the British. They were 

9etting a probably more skilled, industrious labour force than the less 

Skilled, apparently care-free, easy-going, simple and so very unbusiness 

tninded Kadazans (unlike the business-minded Chinese). This meant easy 

anct immediate profit, which they actually were after all in search of. 

While it mcnnt one thing to the British and one thing to the Chinese 

imn~gr ntz, it also meant another to the Kadazans. They were prevented 

15 
Sub 1, OE· cit., pp. 40, 41. 
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from actually coming into direct contact with forces that might have 

accelerated them towards more profound development and modernism. It 

also prevented them from acquiring certain skills and expertise needed 

for the type of jobs the government had for the Chinese. If the British 

tequired skilled labour, they could have trained the natives. However, 

Ir" 
the odds were against the natives because for one thing, theApopulation 

Was too small (in the eyes of the British) and less remunerative than 

the Chinese to bring any form of economic gains. Furthermore, it would 

have been an expensive affair for the British to train the illiterate 

natives to do work th t needed kill and training. The British then were 

Just not prepar d to anticipate n conomic loss. The very nature of the 

Btitish native drninistr tion, thus, helped to reinforce the limited scope 

and life of the natives to his village. They made him stay the person 

he is, simple and unaffected. If so, one perceives the lack of active 

Participation in politics as a drawback, one v.onders what the natives could 

actually have done given their situation then as now! 
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CHAPTER III 

PERIOD OF TRANSFORMATION: FACILITIES (EXTERNAL FORCES) 

THAT LED TO THE MOTIVATION FOR CHANGE. 

The transformation of a simple society, once isolated from 

the world-wide market system, operating without money and relatively 

self-contained to one of a more complex society in various aspects, is, 

the interest of this study. Here, in this third chapter, the writer 

Will discuss the types of facilities (external or modernization forces) 

introduced into the state of Sabah to have created chang s, if there be 

any, with interest focused on th. nr • of study. 

!acilities Introduced: 

!k,itish Government vs. Malaysian Government 

This chapter will be divided into two parts. Part one will 

deal with the types of facilities introduced by the British Government 

at1d part two, those of the present Malaysian Government. Most of this 

Chapter will consist of descriptive material~ The analysis regarding 

the effects of the facilities (as mentioned in the preface) will be 

clea1 t with in chapter Four. 

It is self-explanatory in itself why the writer has chosen 

to describe nd attempt o make a compar son between the two Governments, 

as reg rds the amount bo h have contribute towards so-called evelop 

~~nt an progress (im y ng change) in Sabah. 

ti:Jh t ok definite ossession of Sabah through the 

on of he Ch cred Company 188 .• Their ul nded hrl.1 n 
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the Gove nmen of M...11 ysi. ook oss .,,::;ion of th<? Stc:te, on th 31::; 

August, 1 6. 

Group one of the writer's respondents had therefore expe- 

rienced the facilities offered by both the Governments of Britain and 

Ma aysia. Malaysia is only in its tweleth year this year. This means 

that the v1ri.ter' s second group Cage 30 and below) of respondents have 

"' to a certain extent witnessed and remembered slightly the British rule. 

By bringing into light the types of facilitie the groups were exposed 

to, one could grasp to a cer+ai.n extent t...helr attitudes towards the two 

Governments. 

In trying to tap and thus to exploit the resources of the 

Country, the British colonalists were actually after economic gains. 

'l'hey installed a system of administration which included a legal system 

Of enforcing law and order in a country where lawlessness apparently 

Prevailed. A system of administration as a facility triggered off by 

the economic motive made it possible for other facts to come about. 

In order that their administration could be operational, 

they had to create their seats of government. Capitals (first of all 

~Udat in the north, later Sandakan on the East coast and then Jesselton 
I\ 

l1ow know,. as Kot Kinabalu) and other smaller towns sprung up. The three 

~llpi· 1 towns w r ports and in this way goods such as tobacco, timber 

~nct min r s (god) from the hinterland could be exported. These towns 

~loo b c me h dqu rtP.r where the Government could concentrate the 
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medica, educational, agricultural an public works services. 

With the growth of major towns und apparent expansion of 

the urban and the sub-urban areas, it was necessary to have formal 

modern administrative organisations like offices and permanent govern- 

ment departments such as the Constabulary and Prisons, Education, Audit, 

Agriculture, Medical, Public Works and Telecomunication Departments the 

Post Office and the Railways and the Town Boards, Immigration and Labour 

Departments. 

The facil.iti sin he town ens 1 k electricity und water 

supply; b tter road an transport condit ons, sanitation, medical, 

education were provided for th benefit of town dwellers and especially 

the government servants (European staff then) • . 
Time and the attraction towards the 'city lights' soon made 

these facilities available to the other races in the community including 

the natives. 

Economic stimulation in the state also led to the develop- 

lllent of various forms of communication and transport. Throughout the 

state, wider paths were being made into roads, and the Chartered Company 

Constructed a Rail\ ay on the West Coast. 

Th Governm nt administrators in the course of fulfilling 

th ir duti s as government servants were penetrating into the interior 

at'id spr ding throughout the country. In their wake came the Chinese 

tr ers who set up trading posts at .toad-junctions and near river-sides. 

l'i ra, thy tr d to trad with then tives their goods like clothings, 

b dv, j we lery, <nd oth0r manufactur d goods. Til n iv son 
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discov red that it was et er to buy the m n 1fuctured goods than to make 

them themselves. Naturally the trading entailed the use of money us a 

medium of exchange, another facility that was introduced by the British. 

This drew the natives especially the Kadazans more and more into the 

World system of monetary trade; an involvement which had their effects. 

Through the advantages of transport and communication, the 

natives soon came into more contact with the outside world, plus the 

Various forces of modernization. These forces brought the natives to an 

appreciation of n w forms and values which they in later period condi- 

tion d to th ir use , ci lly as w 11 ideolo Les lly. 

T chnic 1 y th British did not contrib te much to the 

c:ountry for they id not assL t the Kadazans to m ke uae of their local 

resources particularly labour resources. Agriculture and/or industria 

lisation training was lacking. Instead they employed Chinese immigrants 

f.tom overseas to work in their .commercial plantations. To them the 

Chinese were good and better agriculturalists, mechanics and labourers 

than the natives. Similar to the Malay situation in Malaya, th12re was 

a strong bias to discourage the natives from having their own planta 

tions. Definitely this would jeopardise their monopolistic position, 

Should enough small-holders take to planting rubber as a commercial crop. 

ln this w y, the i centive and interest to do business was never fully 

cl Velope among the natives. 

Wh nth first micsionaries came in the 1800s, their motive 

~ o o 'c v soul c u.nd · b ptise th h athens'. In order d this, 
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they ciscovere a way of ge ting the mess ges of Chr st across to the 

Peop e. is was through the initiat on of education, especially on 

the part of the young. They thus founded an effective way of making 

the natives read, understand and appreciate the words of God in the 

Bible. It was in this manner that formal education developed in Sabah. 

~ucation 

A large share of educating the chi dren of Sabah was thus 

borne by the Missions. The Rom n Catholic fir.st introd ced education 

in Papar. in 1881 and in S nd kan in 1887. Fr m ·h s, the government 

took the cue an continue from wh r th Missions starte 

Slowly increased in numb rs. 

Schools ' 

~uage: English as a Lingua Franca 

Many of the villagers who came into contact with the Euro eans 

and the Chinese traders and who conducted transactions with them had to 

find a way of communicating with them. It is not known how Malay 

la.nguage came to be used as a means of communication. However, it toolc 

force and slowly became widespread among the natives. Because it was 

Considered to be prestigious to be able to speak other languages, the 

na.tive parents s far as they could, made it a point to attempt to speak 

'the language in qu stion. They also did their best to encourage their 

Offspr ngs to d likewise. It must not be mistaken that the general 

Kd z n population in Sabah uphold this. The writer only states this 

through. her obo rvation of the area of study. One can safely say that 

th:to w differ nt from Sr wak where Malay did not re·lly tnk:e hol. 
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N v rtl e .ss, while this was so for ;1ily discourse with 

the man on the street and in the shops and in the markets, it was not 

so for the Office. In the Government offices, the English lan']uage was 

a necessity .. Without it government administration could not function 

Properly and effectively. Schools generally was also run in English as 

a medium of instruction. In time to come it was not only custorna.i::y but 

imperative to be able to speak as well as to write in English. On ref 

lection, English as the second language has contributed a great deal 

towards the development of education i he c untry. T,1i to certain 

extent tr g~ered 0velo)mont <1nd prog so in Su oh. n w:Jy i · so 

he ped to fost r th_ he· thy spirit of natrl.onal Lt; monq the gen .r<:tl 

!\a ozan popul.e tf on wl npox .ffer n Kadaz n inlects. Th"s br'ou ht 

them together in ·o fl. coll cti ve Union of friendship and goodwill as oo 

tunong the other ethnic grou s .. 

With the omi g of the Japanese nvasion, schools as other 

facilities. ike hos ita sand th like oon stop ed tern orarily • 

.Ja anese bombed towns and villages from Pa ar to ota Belu and in raany 

a.spects <materially) S al w s the most heav ly dam ge among all he 

Bt•t· h . J. is colonie. When po er eduction was resum d, and when it ecar:ie 

a. fact that 

3tu nts we 

e e a no pr vis'on for higher e ucation in Sabah, 

enco1 aged to continue the.r studies overseas. Thi was 

l11ild. ossib r scho sh" s from various sources, such as from the 

o ombo Pan, and the Colonial Development an Welfare 

Thi'? 

lll 'J th'' l.r par 

r sh cft a c0~cy which pave the w y for o 1 -s to 

in lut~r p~ o. On the soci eve l , the? ma: :i.v n \v o 
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rnade to c nform to cccp rl e· t rn stu dcrd of bchn our n matter::; of 

PUb ic or er. 

Ideo ogically, they were also made to accept new sets of 

Political nd religious concepts an beliefs .. However while the mis- 

Sionaries did good in introducing Christianity for it indirectly ought 

something more important-e ucation, they however, also introd c a 

'conflict' in religious values among the nativ s. They .,rere made to 

face a situation whereby they had to d'scar their agan an so-called 

heathen v lues. 

:i ncrally the introdu tion of cash-cropping in he form o 

l:'ubb r, coffee and tobccco proved lucra iv for th economy of the 

country. It was in this way that the nntives became influenced in ater 

Period to take up cash-cropping seriously. They thus planted (th 

Common ones) rubber, vegetables, tapioca, yams, sweet-potatoes nd 

bananas to sell as cash-crops. ·They never considered increasing their 

0 16 Utput of rice to sell as cash-crop, and they have retained 'subsis- 

tence-farming' for rice. (The type of set up that the British left 

behind has therefore paved the way for social stratification and its 

teinforcement. In a more or ess egalitarian, comrnunalistic society as 

we have in the Kadazan villages, money played its important role in 

helping to stratify the society. Money created a social set-up where 

the rich became even more powerful J 
16 
s lling ric 
'lrenerate ric 

was as bad as selling land for the Kadazans. 
jus as the Hindus venerate the cow. 

They 
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!!?lav~i n Government: 

It wn as much in the Malaysian governm~nt attempts to 

improve as well as provide a more effective and concerted implementa- 

tion of what the British had tried to do that acted as the powerf-ul 

force which led to a substantial progress in Sabah and Sarawak under 

the First Malaysia Plan. 

Before Malaysia, the British had already introduced the 

infrastructure that was actually the basis of evelopment an moderni- 

zation in Sabah. How v r, itish did no pu· real effort to ards 

actual development prog~ammcs. They adhered too much to the policy of 

Self-sufficiency an defic ts ending. The British t x-p yers in 

England could not have been expected to finance the colonial programmes 

in their colonies overseas, although it was clear that only surplus 

3Pending could expand an modernise the economies of Sabah. For example, 

Sabah's colonial development plan before the formation of Malaysia of 

1960-65 called for the expenditure of $150 million whereas the envisaged 

eX!)enditure for Sabah of the First Malaysia Plan of 1966-70 was $436 

11'1illion, of which $373.6 was to have been financed by the Federal 

Government.17 Prior to the introduction of the First Malaysia Plan to 

Sabah, it had already its own smaller development plan. This was supposed 

to have incurred th expense of ti1e first Development Plan for Sabah. 

'L'his plan h d th hope of developing the infrastructure of the state to 

nQbl th economy o expand with the availability of better and mo em 

J, Morlerni~ tion in East Malaysia 1960-70. 
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fac11. tis. It ad four m~in o jectives: 

"••• the promotion of economic growth as fast 
as Sabah's human resources would permit; develop 
ment of the stt1te' s human resources as fast as 
circumstances permitted with emphasis on education 
and training for modern life and for those occupa 
tions needed in the state; providing for the people 
of Sabah a wider range of economic and social 
services with the resources available; and the 
reduction of economic and social inequalities, 
especially through improvements in the living 
standards and welfare of the poorest !fid most 
backward elements of the population". 

Another of the objective of the St te Development Plan was 

to open up new 1 nds to rent 1 ome 12,000 famil s who were either 

landless or h d Lnadequz te f, rml and, Y t nether obj ct v was to rovide 

education, both rimary and secondary, to any child of appropriate age 

llnd adequate preparation (for secondary education). It also had aims 

towards expanding technical training courses an intensifying road, sea 

llnd air-communication and telecommunication. Attempts were also made 

to overcome labour shortages, both In the public and private sectors. 

0ne way was by encouraging West Malaysians to come and work in Sabah , 

'l'nis acted as a stimulus to encourage a certain competitive spirit that 

was soon apparent among the Sabahans. It was also constructive in the 

10ng run, for now, Sabahans are no longer complacent about their posi 

tions. Theyhave been timulated to strive better in many aspects 

l:'eg~r ing their jobs. It would seem rather strange, that while imported 

1~our rs nth form of the Chinese did not create any competitive 

sp1r. omong th natives,· ·those of West Malaysians did. On ref- 

l~ction howev r, one possible reason for this was that the Chinese so 

1a 
Ongkili, Ibi •• 9 • 
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easily assim late th msef ves into the nab ve 1 fe-style. Another 

fact which both natives and Ch Ine se had in common was 'pork'.. They 

both could take it as food .. Most of the West Malaysians who came to 

Work were Malays and Mohamedans by faith .. And, as in the case of the 

Bajaus, the natives did not want to have anything to do with people of 

the "Muslim Faith". Furthermore, by then, the natives had become more 

Conscious of their rights and were now wHling to fight for it. 

The above plan was later incorporated in the First Malaysia 

Plan which had set out 10 objectives. 

With tho help of ·ed ral llocations certain forms of 

developments ~r..d re u t ng faci it s egt; n to show up in Sabuh after 

the formation of Malays· a. Of particular interest were the activities 

in the field of communication, seeing as there was an urgent need for 

toads and other means of access to the underdeveloped interior. This 

Objective has today materialised into the Kudat-Kota Kinabalu road, a 

distance of more than a hundred miles; Kota Kinabalu-Sandakan of appro 

~ately 200 mile. Another project begun in 1964 and completed in 

eat'ly 1970 was the road which now links Kota Kinabalu with the interior 

towns of 'l'ambunan, I<eningau and Tenom, a distance of nearly 100 miles. 

AJ.Jart from internal communication, one also saw rapid development in 

q1~-comrnunication fter Malaysia was formed. Modern air-transport soon 

b c:am p rt of ev ryday life and it 't11en became ossible for most 

S~U.h ns to be mor mobile. This in a way was ah attempt to break the 

th gnp b-tween East and West Malaysia.19 

19 
On~kili, or. it. 
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In the fi ld of education, stud nts have been cncouru'JCd -o 

Work better with ·m roved modern facilities d better trained teuchers. 

'I'hrou h the introduction of more scholarship boards, namely Federal 

Scho ~rship; Sabah State Scholarship Board; MARA Scho arshi /Loan Board, 

Bank Neg ~a and most important of all tle Sabah ·Foundation, which 

gives both loan and scholarshi s; e ucation, increase in importance. 

Not only were students who wane to pursue their tertiary ed cation 

oversea. , especially in the various ni vcr s.i t es an i st t tions in 

Pe • ninsular Ma ay;, a encourage to o sob th aid of the a ovo Boar s ; 

lowe ec n <lry 0 

arrange for them to , . .enc ::; 100. in Pc tnsu ar ., a s: a. This ini v.- 

tive '10.::; ntroc uc b th~ S,bt Foun ton. An it w s urin(J ·his 

t)erio that the num er of . choo s n hos te Ls increu.sed hrou .out 

English becam im otant especially urin 1e r ign oft e 
13titish. 

Art"cle 152 of the Federa Constitution declares the Malay 

language to be th ational la1guage of the Fe eration. Th s, it )ecur:ie 

i111 erative that the eo le shou lean to pe an write in that 

lang g after S h joine Malaysia. As a means of romoting this, 
13~asa 

M laysia am the medium of "nstruction s ecially ·n the 

Ptirnary shoos. An, passing a1 sa Malaysia became one of the prere 

%isites for )assing examinations. Officers and executives were also 

ruct d use B h s Ma ay ·a official y. The mass med·a con ributed 

y he intensiv as we as the extensive use of Bahusa 

n convey n<J in orm on to the ubl c. The Sabah Legis ative 

in nae m,n n 1 73 cluring the lay anqu <J 
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the officia Lanq nge of th 

Is ~mis the nation rellgion of Malay ia. With the 

formation of Ma aysia, abahans have to a certain exte t had to suff~r 

ti1e evangelising zest of articular Muslim proselytists (similar to 

the treatment they received from the Christi n missionaries). This has 

Provoke antagonism from those who profess the Christian faith. Th 

Situation has also been blindly interpreted as constituting a 'religious 

Persecution'. And, today we have in Sabah something amounting to a 

revival of that age-old conflict tween two of the strongest re igions 

in the word, nam8 y Christian ty nd Is Ltm. How th s conf ict wi 1 be 

.tesol ved in th,. futur r mains to be seen. However, on thing is very 

Certain. It has becom u problem which needs immediate attention an 

the writer does not refrain from saying that there is more to it then 

meets the eye. 

In agriculture, the government o ened up land for oil-palm 

&nd cocoa schemes, two of the major schemes which the Malaysian 

Government implemented. Workers soon flocked to the East Coast where 

most of the schemes are situated .. Besides, modern techniques in the 

Production of both rice and rub er were also introduced. In certain 

~eas in Sabah esp cially the Tuaran and Papar areas, double cropping 

Of rice and the use of better quality seeds, proper irrigation works 

Plus th use of m ern farming techniques came into practice. 

Rur l development in Sabah was also given a lot of emphasis. 

o 
• Ongkili writes: 
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"In the peri.od 1964-65 rural development system was 
introduced into Sarawak and Saba. It principally 
required th. governments to construct a frillnework 
of development by uilding and improving rods, 
schools, health facilities, drainage and irriga 
tion system; opening up more land; increasing 
veterinary and agricultural services, providing 
better water supplies, communication and electric 
power; establishing rural industries and generally 
providing a better way of life in each rural village II ... 
So coupled with the Sabah community Development Centre 

Whose main aims or objectives are to change the attitudes of the :unpung 

dwellers from their rigid traditional ways to accepting more flexiDly 

tnodern living, rural evel.opmorrt in b h s to y no longer just 

long cry n the wilderness. 

The Gov rnment of Snb hand indirectly the Malaysian Govern- 

tnent have been able to fulfill the above objectives in many ways. These 

Objectives have also penetrated and benefited the people in the area of 

Study. Whereas the kampung folks did not understand the meaning of pipe 

~ater, electricity; a wider and better road plus established Clinics 

Wlth an ever ready trained Rural Health Nurse to attend to one's health, 

before, they are no~ able to appreciate those facilities. Th re atively 

01d 
school on top of the hill which most. of the Putatan primary school 

~hildren attend, is no longer the shackled building it used to be. 

~Oday, it has een renovated and extended. 

If the Sabah an Malaysian Governments did not achieve all 

h ir obj c i ves n he span of time between the formation of Malaysia 

en now, t cannot; be sai that the framework of development was not 

fitrn yin ti~tr-. They cunnot e lamed· or not trying. no ght it 
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V. The introduction of an external facility like 

electricity. 
Two examples in the area of study. 
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VI. Introduction of a facility like 
pipe-water. 

VII. A tractor. In the background, a typical 
Kadazan poasant house.Beside it is the padi 
nursery; conver~ed into a vegetable fd n 
d rin~ the slnck o non. 
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The Old and the New 

VIII. Electricity· pne t , 
Background - Atap-roofed 
peasant house. 

IX. Forefront - a pipe-water 
line and an old house. 
Background - A modern 
type house. 

X. A priestess preparing 
for a MOGONDI session 
in a modern house. 
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is to say her, that the a ove were the faci ties ntro uc d by the 

Mal ys an Government. 'l'hen th quest on rises, would the society 

that now exists both in the area of study and Sabah in general be what 

they are now had not these facilities been exploited and much more 

fully employed than during the reign of the British? 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE PERIOD OF CHANGE AND ADJUSTMENT 

(1) Outline of the present situation 

The Economic, cultural, social and political 

institutions 

(2) The Resultant Effects - Analysis and Comparison 

The life of the Kadazan once enclosed in his small world of 

the village, has definitely taken on new turn. This is by no means a 

new phenomenon. One thing is cle r. Wh r as in the past the changes 

Were rel tively slow nd thus were not so noticeable, today, the changes 

are in many aspects more profound and pronounced. 

Part of the task of the writer in this study was to trace the 

different course of certain developments in recent times. In order to 

do this, it was necessary to examine the earlier history of Sabah's 

contact with the outside world, and the situation of the Kampung as it 

e:iQ 
sted then. Having done that in chapter two and three of this work, it 

is now our intention to compare that old order with the present set-up, 

naturally bearing in mind the influence and the motivators for change 

dealt with in chapter three. 

To begin with, institutions th~t once prevailed and dominated 

them trix of n uncomplicated simple life in the village are no longer 

Who.t they used to be. The germs and seeds of new thoughts and experiences 

h " rn cl tha natives disc rd certain old traditionalistic ways of life 

for rnoct rn onec , 
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In any society, all the various institutions whether they be 

economic, social, cultural or political are interrelated and inter- 

connected with one another. One particular aspect of the social system 

affects the other aspects of the system. However the degrees of in- 

fluence that the various parts have upon each other differs. Some have 

minor influence, while the influence of the others is greater and more 

forceful. 

In the case of the Kadazan society in Putatan, economic insti- 

tutions have perhaps layed th most im1ort nt rol 
nd xt nded a major 

contribution towards important changes in the society. Therefore in 

is necessary to first understand the nature of its economic system or 

0rd 
r to understc::ind h n tur of the soci 1 system in Putatan today, it 

institutions. For, the economy of the people in Putatan pose as the 

link to the type of social system and patterns of existence that they 
have. 

appearance of the kampung and the conversations she had with the dwellers, 

it Was clear that certain aspects of the traditional way of living was 

still in vogue. The people are still agriculturalists and they are still 

dependent (i.e. the majority still are) on the 'Old Faithful Beast of 

Burd n', th buffalo, to help them in their work on the fields. Also, 

~ature still has some of them under its control. Meaning it can still 

devast t their crops in times of droughts, floods or attacks of birds 

Or P sts. There are new facilities like the tractors and irrigation 

wo.t'k' f• tili..; rs nd ns cticid s. However, these are only for the 

From the very data that the writer collected; the physical 
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benefit of those who c n fford them und this group constitute the 

minority in the kampung. In the area of study, with roughly a population 

of 300 to 400 s mentioned before, only about 5 families possess tractors. 

The rest still have to depend on the buffalo. Due to this very fact, 

the Kadazan kampung dwellers in Putatan have not increased their yields 

in any way. Year in, year out, the yields are practically the same, 

unless nature favours them with good weather and rain. If it does not, 

then they suffer. 

'l'here is also a lack in specialisation of labour. The work on 

the fields is mostly "family ffairs" ·nd work is still conducted for 

subsistence and none at all for c sh-crops. While this may hold true 

for th old 'r g 
not so for the younger set. Most of the 

farmers are of the older stock. There are only a handful of the young 

Working as farmers. 

Attraction to the new, alluring seemingly to them has come in 

the form of new jobs and employment away from their kampungs. This fact 

has been accelerated by their formal education. More and more members 

Of the community are being educated, to the extent of being able to 

attain tertiary education at colleges and the universities. However, 

these again constitute a small minority. The rest of the majority only 

attain primary and lower secondary (up to Form three) and upper secondary 

(up to Form ive and Six) education. They are not able to continue their 

studi s t the higher Institutions either because, they no longer have 
th 1 

nc ntiv to continue or are unable to, because of lack of funds or 

bee use of not being properly qualified. The educated young seeking 

~Ploym nt outoid of their kampung are also able to experience a typ o 
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life altog,ther differ nt from that of their parents and grandparents. 

Thus, since the arrival of the British, there has been a 

definite enlargement of the economic horizon of the natives, and espe- 

Cially the young. 

By the time Malaysia was formed and thereafter, this was really 

evident in the greater scale of their wants especially in consumer goods; 

in the much greater range of experiences of employment on the part of both 

the males and the females; in the improvement in their material and capital 

Possessions and their greater familiarity with the use of money. These 

a11 add up to an upsur and increas in both g ogr phical dnd social 

Tnobili ty. '.I'he Kadazan n ti ve h s tod y becom more equipped to broaden 

his scop, outlook nd ener 1 experiences and better able too, to improve 

himself not only materially but also physically. 

The outstanding feature in the exchange system of the Kadazans 

today as compared to that of two generations ago was the development of 

the use of money. Whereas two generations ago, one could still barter 

and conduct transactions without the use of money (consider the case of 

the Tamus or Badis), today that issue is out of the question. Tamus are 

today still being held but then transactions have to be done through 

rnoney as a medium. Before too, one could ask one's neighbour for some of 

h' J.s veget ble or fruits and consent would have come as: "Oh yes, take as 

much as you ne d" Now, the manner of asking has taken on a new tune. 

l'octay, it would be more in the manner to ask "Could I have a dollar's 

worth of your vegetables? ••• " and the like. 

It can b s id t the outset that the Kadazans seem to have 

lncorpor t d thi innov t.on into their conornic op r ti.ens without much 
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difficulty. nd, todcy, as unlike two gener tions ago, when money 

recieved was at once spent on food stuff and on necessities, it is now 

much more than just an immediate medium of exchange. Today, it also 

acts as a store of value. 

The natives unlike two generations before, have today taken 

' 
the initiative to set up their own businesses. (Before the Chinese alone 

Were the business and middlemen). Why they did not do so before, may 

have been because, they lacked monetary knowledge and the exercise of 

monetary skill. In the area of study, the writer discovered that there 

are now eight retail shops selling sundry goods. On of them is a co- 

0Perativ • A foct lik this shows th r l difference between what was 

and what; Ls , 'l'h p cpl now abl to run their own business. This 

is probably due to influence of others around them, particularly the 

Chinese. These new shop-keepers are of the 45 and above age group. 

There is another change prevalent among the Kadazan in Putatan 

today. vJhereas before, the paraphenalia of their domestic existence in 

the house did not amount to much, seeing as people were only interested 

in acquiring the necessary ~urniture; today, through increased contact 

With the outer world they have developed interest in a range of other 

imported goods which could be purchased only through moeny. With the 

installation of electricity and the introduction of television, one just 

has to tnke a short walk into the kampung to realise that, out of, say, 

Very ten houses, to be sure three houses would have a television set. 

E:v n he old houses have been replaced with newer ones with the modern 

n rn ly, having sett es, cupboards, curtains, tables and chairs, 

not th•r b for. There is also certainly a lack in the con- 
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Today they ar like any other modern girls that we can expect to find 

in the world, getting educated, finding jobs, working for their living, 

supporting their families and then settling down to have families of 

their own. In this way they have come a long way from the times of 

their grandmothers and mothers. In many ways, they can expect more and 

Will get more for they have now been orientated to expect more out of 

life. The writer is not trying to imply here that watching telivision 

is better than attending the Moki-iaa sessions. She is merely bringing 

the attention of the readers to the changes that have taken place in 

Putatan. 

Observation and reflection h ve made the writer discover that 

in Putat n 'ch uvinism' among the men could be a recent phenomenon. 

For one thing, admiration for the hardworking women did not only come 

from the male population; but also from the whole society. Often one 

could hear the public comment regarding a particular individual, that 

"so and so is lucky to have a hardworking, diligent and intelligent 

Wife". The society only scorns the woman who is slothful and lazy. 

For another, as the writer has mentioned previously, priestesses are 

among the most respected persons in the society. It was possibly for 

this reason too that young girls in the village were encouraged to train 

anct they did want to be trained, as priestesses. However, contacts 

With the Chinese society and their attitudes toward women as being 

inferiors plus also the fact that they were useless if they did not 

beg t sons:children introuced something rather undesirable into the 

Th t, women were only fit to do hard, laborious work and to \rill g • 

b chHdr n , 'l'h' s ttitud soon developed into an institution to 
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which the women themselves succumbed. It 1s fortunate that the young 

girls in Putatan vill ge tod y need no longer fear this prejudice. 

For, better health facilities, better educational and employ 

ment opportunities have produced profound social revolution in the 

status, attitudes and interests of the females in the village 

(especially the young). 

Education has also helped the male population to change their 

attitudes :foward women. They have now learnt to accept the fact that 

women can show their worth not only on the fields but elsewhere too. 

And, the most prominent a io in th educ· tion·l fi ld. 

On th other h nd, whil young t rs hav been t ught and 

given a beautifully painted picture of ducation nd wh tit can bring, 

they have not been taught the use and application of such an accomplish 

ment. The individual begins to look upon his so-called literacy as the 

'be-all and end-all' of his existence. This is the problem that we now 

have in the society. An ~ndividual sees another individual having a 

White-collar job drawing a good pay, living well and is well paid 

(according to him). Then his one idea, if he has been to school is to 

find a white-collar job anywhere in order to be able to live well. 

However, he does not always get a white-collar job, for competition is 

keen r now. What h ppens to our individual'? He gets too proud to 

dirty his hunds by doing manual labour as his father and grandfathers 

did. He then thinks it below his dignity, as an educated person to 

work .., his futhc·r did. Furthermore, encouragement also comes from his 

f th r to find D. much easier way of living (employment) in the town 

t • u , 'l'hi .... th n d fe t s h v ry ssenc and purpose of education and 
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what it should entail. Obviously education does not mean to teach anyone 

to disduin rn nual labour and to reject the dignity of it. 

Present Attitudes Towards Work: 

The above is perhaps the major reason as to why the younger 

generation in the karnpung no longer want to work on the fields. The 

normal complaint that the writer encountered was that the job was too 

tiring and the sun too hot. Consequently, they are inclined to think 

and act and have the attitudes of town people. This they do both in 

their mannerisms and attitudes. They hav ft r all seen and to a 

certain ext,nt experi need the h rd lif of their fathers in the kampung. 

'l'his attitutlcs of th young most cert inly do differ from that of their 

elders who really valued hard work. 

About 75 per cent of the 45 above sampled group still culti 

vate their ovm fields instead of hiring a hand or two to help them. It 

is not that they cannot afford to. Rather, it is more the issue of not 

trusting the labourers to do a job which they know they can do better. 

This action is quite contrary to those of their children, who clamour 

more for the easy life; to be rid of the hardship their parents and 

ancestors have had to face before. Among the younger generation, when 

asked what they felt towards kampung life and their present situation, 

more th n 50 percent of them stated that they felt that kampung life 

wa much, much h rder than town life;· that they only help their parents 

en th fields because they are forced to. They also added that given 

jobo to do they tend to do the work well, only when their fathers were 

round t:.o sup xv se th m , 'rhe older generation on the other hand need 
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no supervision to be able to do th ir jobs well. 

Another thing to be found among the youth quite unknown 

possibly two generations ago and to a certain extent still prevalent 

among the first group of the respondents was the fact that 'it does 

not make sense to work when you are not paid well'. This kind of an 

attitude is very much different from the traditional Kadazan custom of 

helping each other and working together for subsistence. They view 

their jobs as status symbols and personal benefit becomes the primary 

goal for their work; whereas in the past the communal plus mutual 

interest had a much stronger influence. 

!i_ealth and Inheritance: 

Money being no longer just an immediate medium of exchange 

but also a unit store of value implies that, there are now many ways 

by which, the people can utilise it. One can then become rich and be 

able to O\'fil more assets like land, better houses, cars and properties 

etc.,.One can also be held more in esteem as regards status and class. 

For, the more highly educated one is, the more he is held in 

esteem in the society and the more he is able to occupy the higher rungs 

of the social ladder. He is also able to get a better job, a better 

Pay, able to mix more with the wealthier lot of the high class society; 

have more access to acquiring property than the ordinary man in the 

Vill g • And, consequently he establishes a standard for himself. It 

is in this w y that he alienates himself from the rest of his society. 

tte app r ntly has advanced so much while his fellow brethren are still 

Plcughin on th fields, ·sh watches them from his car; or as he 
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supervises them taking an occasional pull at his pipe or the cigarette 

(instead of the local tobacco) that he is smoking. In time to come 

the kampung dwellers no longer want to associate themselves with him 

and his family. Not for anything else except the fact that they feel 

inferior because they are made to look and feel inferior by a member 

of their very own kinsmen, corrununity and race. 

Gone was the once communalistic feeing of 'Ounung' a feeling 

Which for generations before had existed so strongly. Even on the 

fields the people !10 longer practice 'Mitaa-t bang'. If at all they 

do, it is only v ry occasion 1, rdr nd possibly only among their own 

kin. And too, if on should work on th f" lds, it would be for cash 

or as a tenant. r, to work as a tr ctor driver. As regards posses- 

sions and properties, these too have somewhat changed. Whereas before 

one would be interested to own such assets as gongs, buffaloes, brass 

Utensils or jars, today, one would be more interested to have more 

<::lothes to wear; a more prestigous looking car; a bigger Television 

set; be more educated then the rest; better travelled and experienced 

in the ways of the West and of course having more acreage of land. 

(Owning large acreage of land as assets is perhaps a trend which seldom 

Changes despite time). 

Today, the section 15 and 17 of the Sabah Land Ordinance, 

Which is a discour gement to sell native land to non-natives that once 

Xi t d during the tim of the British is still in vogue. It might not 

b(! too much to say that, this in fact is an encouragement for the 

w lthi r n tives. Thy buy land from their fellow natives who are not 

0 w 11 off (who mortg g th,m) nd become in the long run pot,,,ntidl 
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land-owners/L. nd-lords with st reaks of capitalistic traits - something 

which was not there two gen rations ago. 

Today as before, the p ttern of inheriting property and 

assets is still that of the eldest son getting the largest share 

followed by the younger sons and then the daughters. This old custom 

at least has not changed despite time. 

Social and Cultural Institutions 

As in Chapter 'l'wo, in this chapter, social and cultural 

institutions will be de..ilt with sirnult n ously. 

'l'o a c rtain xtent, the soc· rty in Put tun still mai.nt; in a 

series of convention 1 behaviour accepted by 11 adult members. There 

is still a strong focus on kinship ties as a primary basis for social 

relationsh.ips. Kinship ties too, provide the firm structure of obli 

gations as it used to before. However, the degree of rapport and 

intimate relationship have lessened today. 

~rnily Structure, Kinship System, and Social Structure 

Recent social change, particularly in educational and employ 

ment opportunities and in the range of marriage has undermined familial 

SOlidari ty. 

Th type of family and kinship structure that we now find is 

Still the bilnteral or cognatic kinship system in the agrarian setting. 

~hi· ,ystcm, is accompanied by respect for seniority based on hierarchy 

of g • ncl g ncra t i.on; which today is still strictly adhered to. '!'he 
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junior members of th furnily are still expected to be obedient and 

respectful to their seniors and especially to those members belonging 

to the older generation. 

Today, the father is still the head of the family. He still 

takes care of the finances and of the household matters and arranges for 

the marriages and funerals of members of his family. All decision 

making is still his responsibility. He is also the protector of house 

hold property and no division of properties between the children is 

feasible until after his death. And today, the family is still the 

most important socialising rena for youngster. for, it is from both 

the parents and the other memb rs of the family (probably the grand- 

Par nts, aunties, uncles etc.,)that initiation into social and cere 

monial matters are conducted. It is also through the family that most 

Of the norms and values and attitudes of the previous generations are 

inculcated into the young. For example, the parents themselves realise 

the importance of education and acquiring a new way of life, yet they 

also instill into them the fact that they still have to adhere to the 

0ld traditions prevalent in the kampung. Obviously this is where the 

Conflicts between the generations arise •. 

Infant mortality in the past resulted in subsequent smaller 

families. In this way, it was still possible to live adequately with 

th little that one could get from the land. Today, however, with the 

introduction of rn dical facilities, families tend to increase in size 

and it now tends to be much more expensive to raise a family. This 

l cls p'opJ. to b more preo'ccupied; trying to work harder not only to 

m k both nds rn t but to s v a littl extra for the 'rainy d ys'. 
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And, in m ny ways, it is this preoccup tion that tends to disrupt the 

close-knittedness of the family and the kindred group. 

Magang and Moginakan are counted as the most expensive feast 

as compared to the others. It is for this reason possibly and the 

termination of headhunting that they are rarely held nowadays. Again 

this has contributed to the disruption and lessening of kinship ties. 

Today the natives have added to their list new feast days and 

times for merry-making. Such occasions are Christmas, Hari Raya, and 

the Chinese New Year. These changes and adjustments are obviously the 

responses to th needs and ch lleng so r~pidly changing environment. 

However, the presence of th kinsm n nd r 1 tives ar not guaranteed 

and this h·s again m d kindred solidarity to loosen. 

Respect for authority was important in the Kadazan social 

system. In political terms, the Kadazan accustomed themselves to 

handing-over responsibility in the last resort to the Native Chief or 

the Headman. 

The simple pattern of the headmen on the one hand and the 

Common mass of the people on the other has been modified to a complex 

0ne where there is greater social differences among the people. In 

Previous periods the society was a 'closed one' in the sense that the 

Childr n of the villagers were expected and forced to remain in the 

social position of their parents. One was expected to be either a 

farm r 
' hunt r or a fisherman, a farmer's wife etc., throughout one's 

lif Life was then 'bare-existence-oriented' rather than 'improvement 

0ri nt d'. L't racy ( ducation) and new experiences have widened the 
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horizons and widen d the aspirations of the natives. Coupled with 

this, there are important roles played by economic and political insti 

tutions. They have helped to change the above by introducing different 

opportunities for social mobility both within and without the society. 

Time has thus made it possible for changes in attitudes for economic, 

political and socio-cultural performances amongst the natives. 

Barter-trading as mentioned in Chapter II was the one way by 

Which the natives could conduct their transactions. In many ways, this 

could have been a method of practice which could accumulate wealth or 

assets for them. It w snot becaus they d d not huve th mans nd 

intelHgence to accumul t wealth but r ther that they were simple and 

unaware of thc'r c p,bilities to be business-minded that led them to be 

less calculative in the business field. 

It was through external contacts, for example, exposure to 

the money exonomy; the Chinese traders and education that made these 

natives come to a personal realisation of their capabilities. Those 

who first came to this realisation sought to establish through the 

Proper use of money their lands and properties. In time to come and in 

between the planting and harvesting of padi they either became house 

constructors recruiting labour from their own kampungs or ended up as 

labour recruits themselves. 

They soon made money for themselves in this way, acquired wealth 

ana soon the society became more and more stratified. This was accen- 

tu t d ·urth r by the increase in social mobility because of differing 

job-opportuniti s as a r sult of urban development where the highly 

due l:t. b c m qu lificd for bett~r jobs. Naturally they were paid 
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bett r wages than th ess due ted. So, what we find in the kampung 

is a hierarchic 1 set-up with the richest on the top rung; then the 

middle class and relatively poor lot. The richest are i.n many ways 

those who have had properties for two generations. The middle class 

consists mainly of those who have a little education and who are 

working as civil servants, teachers, and the like. They constitute a 

group of the ages between 25 to 40 which is unlike the f i.r.st; group 

being the 45 above group. Both these groups do not make a large portion 

of the total population in the kampung, probably 1/3 of the total popu 

lation. The rest of the popul t'on w uld th n f-11 into the poorer 

group. 'l'he"'e people either , re ten nts of the richer group or they 

have very sm 11 piec s of l nd for th mselves in which they cultivate 

rice. If they find that it is more advantageous for them to work outside 

of the land they normally work as labourers or Public Works Department 

Workers. Naturally this group gets the least opportunity to better 

themselves. Even if their children get educated they would not go 

higher than possibly standard VI Malay medium or Fo~m III (English 

tnedium). 
,. 

Such is therefore the class structure in existence in the 

kampung today. 

~rriage: 

Considering the changes that have taken place in the Kadazan 

SOci r 11 y between now and during the time of the British, one 

l'ni ht h ve. xpected some changes in the patterns of marriage. Some 

lt rt one; in m rriage with the adv nee of west rnization, the extention 
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of Christianity nd Islam 1 ding to the consequent weakening of ritual 

obligations, did in fact occur. For example, most people, especially 

if they are Christians have their marriages in Church nowadays. How 

ever, on going back to their kampungs for the reception they still 

retain some of the· patterns of the olden style of marriage. Say for 

example the 'mivaza' which denotes the 'to and fro' reciprocal visits 

from the groom's and bride's household. These visits are with the 

intention of feasting and celebrating in both houses. While they have 

abolished the carrying of articles such as the Badi, Poliaman, Tuhunan 

and the buffaloes, they haver tain d th very act of 'mivaza'. 

The abov cannot hold true for the Pagans in the area. For 

one thing thy hcve not ch ng d much despite time and influences. 

Today, as before, the priestess who conducts the wedding rites and 

rituals will insist that the young couple and their parents follow the 

rites and rituals meticulously. If she says that both must say parti 

cular words after her, so they must. 

These are the two extremes between those children and parents 

Who are already baptised Christians and those who are still pagans. 

However, there is the case of the 'in-between' when the parents 

are pagans and their children baptised Christians. It is quite amusing 

to witness a situation where the parents having agreed to a 'White wed 

ding• and yet themselves still follow the rites and rituals of a pagan 

ni rriage. Th young couple have their marriage blessed by a priest and 

wh nth y return to the kampung for the ceremony proper (the Kadazan 

k mpung w y) th p gan priestess would be waiting to conduct their wed 

din in th paqcn styl • 'l'his cornpromis has at least solved the 'con- 
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flict of values' between the ol( 'die-h rds' and the young. The Muslim 

converts from the k mpung did not h v their marriages conducted there. 

More often then not, it took place in their marriage partner's house. 

Through experiences and observations, the writer discovered that the 

Putatan Kadazans have a strong dislike for the Muslims who do not take 

pork and who stigmatize them as 'dirty' because they take port. Thus 

the Muslims wedding outside of the Kadazan kampung. 

Arranged marriage is now a thing of the past and the selection 

of marriage partners is now left to the choice of the individual • 

.§_ocio-Cultural Institutions: Change. 

Ac a less dev loped n tion or country like Sab h attempts in 

one or two generations to bring about transformations that have cul 

minated from several clecades and centuries of development for most of 

the industrialised nations, severe social repercussions become evident 

for the former. This the Kadazans of Sabah have experienced and are 

continuing to experience to the present day. 

In many ways the socio-cultural institutions have been threa 

tened by the external forces of change. When we talk of socio-cultural 

institutions in the Putatan Kadazans' context, the role of a formal 

religion like Roman Catholicism must not be neglected. For it has 

·ply d and still pl ys an important role in affecting and modifying the 

P Oplcs' otti'tud s nnd the overall social institutions. One example was 

th bove regarding Christian and Pagan marriages. We will not consider 

th olc of Islam here because there is a negligible number of Kadazan 

MUGll.mc in ~h nr a of study. 
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The religious ch,nges that have t~ken pla~e have not only 

affected fnmily and kinship system in the kampung, it has also affected 

as well s modified the present socio-cultural institutions. Inumerable 

religious rites and customs plus feasts and ceremonies once attached to 

the cultivation of padi in the ancestral tradition have slowly but surely 

disappeared and forgotten especially by the young. With the change of 

religious attachments and beliefs and the abandonment of the ritual 

celebration of the various traditional feasts associated with the 

planting and tending of the rice plants particular socio-cultural acti 

vities have been and are further lik ly to be abolished. They have 

been and will continu to be replaced by new ones. 

h_anguage 

Quite unlike the gen ration before, the young in the village 

are now able to speak fluently other languages apart from their own 

native one. In fact some of them because of education (the medium of 

instruction in the various schools are English, Malay and Chinese) speak 

Other languages more often than their own. Their own parents even en 

c:ourage them to do so. Consequently, there is a tendency to neglect 

anct thus drift away from the native tongue. It is not uncommon to come 

a.c:ross many a adazan youngster in the 30-below group of her respondents, 

\'Vho cannot speak their native tongue fluently. If they have done so and 

Possibly will continue to do so, they cannot be blamed. It was obvious 

th t p· rticular status was attached to the ability to speak a foreign 

l nguagc like English and a non-native one like Malay. With the status 

c: rn the xp ct ncy of le ding a particular mode of life that is derived 
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from having such a status. For example, a highly educated couple or 

family is expected not to want to live in the karnpung any longer. 

Rather, every villager expects them to live in the urban area and 

observe urban ways, mannerism and styles of living. Or if they should 

decide to stay in the kampung, it is expected that they live in better 

looking houses than the rest of the villagers. In time to come, these 

People consciously or unconsciously live in the particular life style 

that they have been expected to by the village community. 

Diverse interests and motivations have constituted to the crea- 

tion of an altogether different breed of villagers in the kampung. The 

words of an elderly man might well describe this. 

Benyo: ''The children are all over the place now, and they seem 
, to be more restless than we used to be. They do not show 
much respect for elders as we used to ••• ~ife was diffi 
cult before and I don't look back because I don't want 
to go back to that sort of life ••• However, I do think 
we have lost a lot too ••• People are no longer very 
particular about their culture (Kadazans i.e.) ••• no 
longer adhering to the rites and rituals which we used 
to do before ••• It was always customary to stick 
together and fight ••• and help each other if and when 
one could. One could count on one's relatives. No 
one needed to ask for help. You knew everybody and 
everybody knew you ••• and spose your language. Some 
how it's not quite like that now ••• 11 

Clearly it was much, more than a community of residents. 

Although small in scale, limited and may be narrow in its social hori 

~ons i , twas however a homogenous society - one that shared a communal 

si:nse of work, play, common residence. They also shared a uniformity 

~n their material possession, and most of all moral· values. 

For one thing, the new Christian as well as Muslim ideologies 

he,'IJ A \,.logm s that prohibit ors nction particular actions and rituals 
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Which have been the tr<?lditional customs of the Kadazans for centuries 

Past. This threat have thus in many ways contributed to the complete 

neglect and disposal of former ceremonies like Manavit, Moginakan, many 

funeral rites and rituals, Magang, Momohizan, Magavau and to a lesser 

extent the Modsopi or Mogondi. It is more proper now to attend masses; 

Pray at the mosques on Fridays, have baptisms and imperative to have 

that Christmas party or Hari Raya and other party or 'Kenduri' for that 

matter. All this is because one has changed one's allegience. And, 

surely, it would be very unbecoming if one still held on to traditional 

Practices (consid~r cl heathen's ways by the first mission ries that 

c:arne to Sabah) while being a Christian or a Muslim at the same time. 

One cannot possibly worship God and the Devil simultaneously. It is 

just not proper. 

~sent Religions Attitudes: 

The present generation have been expesed to a different situation 

ana socialisation process, from that of their ancestors. Due to this their 

sense of strict obedience or observances toward rites and regulations 

especially as regards religion are less strong than the adults•. 

~ent Attitudes Towards Health: 

We have mentioned the fact that particular practices in the 

Village have ch gcd. This is also true with the villagers' attitudes 

tow rd~ h.alth. Where once before, the villagers especially the less 

:fl Xible ones would always turn to the priestesses to help them cure 
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themselves of any ailments believed to have been the works of evil 

spirits, that trend has more or less changed today. The villagers still 

do turn to the pr:lestesses for help but they are not so dependent on 

them now as before. For one thing, many priestesses have passed 

away and there have not been many who took over their roles. Further- 

more and perhaps more important is the fact that they have come to 

depend more and more on the health facilities offered to them both by 

the General Hospitals, Clinics or Private Doctors. They have learnt 

to realise that injections, medicines, X-rays and especially operations 

do not have the intentions to kill them but rather to help them prolong 

their lives. 

~enile Delinpency and Present Social Problems 

While the introduction of external facilities have brought 

about worthwhile changes; they have also been the causes for the appearance 

of a possible increase in deliquency among the young. 

At the outset, it is rather difficult to support the assertion 

that deviance and delinquency among the young is on~the increase in 

~Utatan. For one thing, information is lacking, because no one has 

bothered to look or study the matter more deeply. For another, many 

Petty thefts are not reported to the police. The possible reason for 

th:!.s maybe because the victim is unaware of his loss. Even if he is, 

he is not aware of hi.s legal remedies. Another reason is that he might 

Pr.fr to sustain his loss rather than go to the trouble of reporting 

~now1ng that there is little hope of recovery. A more possible and 

t~Portant r son is that he has little faith in the police (even to this 
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ld>r g ncration). Their faith lie else- 

where, that is in the pri stcsses and their magical powers and charms. 

A Kadaz n native, specially if he is conservative and deep-seated in 

.his pagan beliefs would do his utmost to look for a priestess or a 

person of authority (to them) and to whom they give the term Mogigintong 

(translation: •one who looks'). And it is in this way that they tried 

to find solutions. Whether or not they do get their property back is 

a matter for the individual. But what is more important for them is 

the fact that they attempt to trace the culprit through the aid of a 

more trustworthy agent (through the two above acting as mediums) being 

the supcrnatur 1 power. rt w sin this way that they were psychologi 

cally so.tisfi d , 

'I'he one way by which the writer discovered she could support 

her statements above is by quoting the nature of the crimes committed 

in Putatan. 

These range from: 

(1) Thefts of rice and fowls all with the intention of 

selling them for cash. 

(2) House-breaking. 

(3) Thefts of cash and personal belongings like bicycle 

and electrical goods. 

It is very possible that these minor crimes could well have 

be n committ d by the adults and not the young in the society. However, 

it is a f ct that the Kadazan is still (the writer is talking here about 

th 4~ end bove group of her respondents) what he was •••• peace-loving, 
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honest and L:iw-abidin;J. 1 ccording to ''rengonning in his book 'Under 

the Chartered Company' he stated th t theft was unknown among the 

Kadazans.20 

It can safely be said that the Kadazan native seldom takes 

What is not his. The reason for this goes way back into the past to 

the spirit of Ounung. Furthermore, there is a custom seldom practised 

among the Kadazans nowadays which is known as Dungkom (for the Putatan 

Kadazan) and translated as 'charm•. The charm was especially installed 

near chicken-coops and fruit trees in the orchards. What normally 

happened was that if a thief tried to st 1 som fruits from a 'charmed 

tree• for exumpl , he would rm in under the spell under that tree 

unt:i.l such a time wh n th own r cam to r move it from him. (How this 

Was ever possible is beyond the comprehension of the writer and may be 

modern readers. However, this did take place whether one chooses to 

believe of it or not. The only explanation that the writer herself 

gives to this practice is that may be because the simple native so 

filled with thoughts of the works of evil spirits and the like, gets 

affected psychologically if and when he hears about a 1Dungkorn1 tree. 

All the same, it was a unique and effective method of preventing thieves 

from taking what was not theirs). Of course one cannot ignore the fact 

that there are the adazan adults who deviate from what is termed 

'norm 1 practic 1 However, their cases are negligible. 

20 
'rr ngonnin, Under the Ch rtered Company. p , 167 
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Thus, because the spirit of bing Oununq has today been dis 

rupted and because Dungkom is now seldom practised, (may be because of 

a change in valu sand also because those persons who used to create 

effective spells have mostly passed away) a certain amount of moral 

degeneration have set in. It is now common for the non-achievers 

(dropouts) to turn towards crime, a possible act of rebellion against 

the society (or more appropriate against the generation) that has so 

restricted them. They have become preys to 'fun and kicks' may be 

because they are not so much deprived financially as psychologically. 

Iler observations nd tunin in t the village gossips from 

the villa;:iers who CcJmc to buy oods from the village store has brought 

the writ r to specific r rlisations. Th t, deviance and delinquency 

among the young in the village was beginning to prove a malaise for the 

Villagers. Smoking among young boys of between 9 to 11 years of age 

Was a common sight. This was unheard and unseen of two generations 

ago according to the writer's 45 and above age group respondents. 

The most common complaints that the villagers had about 

deviance among the young was that they were thieves and house-breakers; 

Vandals and great fighters who perpetually try to pick up fights with 

one another. (This happened to be true because the writer witnessed on 

many occasions young boys of ages between 9 and 15 trying to show off 

to on nother their 'Bruce Lee's kicks and punches or Mohamed Ali's 

knock-out punches. They ventually end up fighting one another). 

During her stay in the kampung the writer did witness cases 

Cf th ft::; and housebre king plus acts of vandalism. One good example of 
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this act of vendal Lsm was the case of the 1 Balai Raya' or community- 

house where the writer had her vening classes conducted. Most of the 

window-louvres, tables and ·chairs had been dismantled and some broken. 

When the writer pursued the matter with the headman, she was informed 

that it had been the works of some vandals in the kampung. 

Such are but some examples of deviance among the young in 

Putatan. If one was to compare the above with what existed two gene- 

rations ago and before that; one would surely notice the marked 

difference. 

th ell:. 
It is a f ct.Ayoung off nd rs hardly xist d among the pri- 

mitive n tives. Por, from a very rly age, the young shared the work 

nd h rdships th t th ir parents fnc d. Being occupied with work both 

indoors and outdoors, the young had little opportunity to stray. 

Furthermore, it is a normal practice among the small community of 

villagers to have close and strong interpersonal relationships. 

This in itself already acted as a sanction for individual deviation 

where one had to face and contend with the wrath and disapporval of 

not only a single individual but the public as a whole. Sanction 

meant "social-isolation" for the offender. No one would want to 

bother themselves with him for fear that they would themselves be 

sanctioned too. 

Deviance has thus become a social problem for the Putatan 

l<ud z n • And if left unchecked, there is every possibility for it 

spread and increase. 
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The abov problem of deviance c n perhaps be attributed to 

the restrictive and limited environment of the kampung in contrast 

with th wider horizon that the town has to offer. 

The televisions, radios, cinemas and other forms of mass 

media plus what they see of the fast-moving and apparently exciting 

town-life have so fascinated and captivated their interest that they 

are slowly lured into it. If they are unable to get suitable employ 

ment and accommodation their daily lives becomes one of apathy and 

despair. 

This is specially so for young girls who only hav minimal 

academic que.l.f.fd.cat.f.on , ('I'hc boys tend to b tougher and better able 

to combat; wh: t vcr ill-f t.e s come their way). 'I'he s girls go to the 

towns to look for jobs. They end up as a last resort either as 

maids (looking after babies and keeping house for families •••• and, 

that is if they are fortunate enough) or as waitresses in the various 

restaurants, night-clubs, and bars. As ill-fate would have it they 

are eventually dragged and forced into situations which generations 

before the Kadazans as a proud race would never ever have dreamt of 

doing and least of all dream~ of being seen doing; that is, the 

profession of prostitution. (Prostitution was never in the vocabulary 

of the Kadazans before). Because they become so ashamed of what they 

h v don, (some of them get disowned by their families), they never 

w nt tor turn to their kampungs for fear of sanction. This is the 

story of th kampung-dwellers against the kampung-destroyers (or 

my b it would b more appropriate to put it the other way round). 
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It would be wrong to s.ume that the parents of these 

young off nders are negligent of the welfare and actions of their 

children. 'lhey do try their best to discipline and prevent them 

from committing such acts. Unfortunately, the type of disciplinary 

control that they provide conflicts and is possibly inappropriate for 

the present generation. For, this present group who have been born 

and educated in a period where traditional approaches to life are 

under heavy pressures, do not need that traditional form of control 

which their parents had been forcing on them. Furthermore, there 

are present in the soci ty stronger forces that interact against 

them. This h, s com s th n w mod rn wcy of living which has 

introduc d new values into the young. par from this, there are 

the cdvertisemcnts, televisions, film shows, magazines and books, 

all imported from the town. 

Thus, the youth faced with confusion and tension reacts in 

confusion. He wants security and the acceptance and attention which 

is not forthcoming from his parents, who do not understand the changes 

in their child. Family cohesiveness has thus been weakened today. 

This has resulted in two diverse approaches toward life. One from the 

youth and the other from the adult. And, in many ways it gives rise 

to tensions that might surface in open-disagreement. Otherwise it may 

remain as undercurrents indirectly influencing the youth's behaviour, 

which given enough provoc tion will erupt at any given time. They 

J:.' h 'rcforc affected both mentally and psychologically by the ways 

l:hei.r parents and teachers discipline and supervise them. In a way 

thic shown just; how much their s t.andar'ds of achievement go down with 
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their livin<J conditions. /\nrl, also just now much it is sometimes the 

parents us well as the teachers thnt need the reformation more then 

the young. 

The Situation of the Youth: 

From what has been written about the youths in Putatan, it 

becomes very apparent that their status differences evoke varying 

responses as regards attitudes towards delinquency, cultural, social, 

economic and political institutions. 

To a ccrta n xt nt, the typ of ducational system that we 

have in saban i~; the type that selects a 'privileged' or a highly 

f vourabl minor:Lty. This is to s y that only those who perform aca 

demically well will get selected for further tertiary education. 

Ultimately they become those who will tend to hold better and good 

posts both in the government as well as the public sectors in the 

future. This does not take into consideration whether or not their 

academic qualifications are suited to the executive posts that they 

will hold. There is then a tendency for the youths to feel that un 

less he becomes an academician he is hopeless and a good for nothing. 

Other avenues and possible talents and skills that he has are not 

fully exploited. This is not to suggest that elementary education 

is not needed. Rather, that may be more vocational training schools 

should be built and more youths be trained for professional or jobs 

thnt r quire skills. This is badly needed especially in developing 

countries like Sabah. Obviously, many Institutions for such training 

n w bing st up by the government, however, this is still lacking 
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in Sabah. 'l'h r ,re in S bah today only two such vocational schools; 

one in Kot Kinab lu and one in Sandakan. 

If at all the youths conform to the prevailing values of 

the adult world, it is more apathetic conformity then anything else. 

Scoldings and limited scope for voicing out their opinions make them 

somewhat passive. This has led to a certain amount of psychological 

disability on their part. It has also retarded mature decision- 

making and adjustment among many of them. Also, the over protective- 

ness of the parents for their children (trying to shield them from 

the evils of this world) llas prev nt d their children from mixing 

around with the other children in the vicinity. In a way this is 

limiting th ir sociC11 xp ricnces. 

The youths in the area have now come to a stage when they 

will sooner or later widely reject the standard guidance and authority 

of their seniors (if they have not already done so). They perceive 

the adults as threats to their individual as well as economic and 

social independence. 

The writer has discovered many times during her informal 

conversations with her students that many a time when talking about 

their parents and :specifically the adults, she received such comments 

as: 

"•••They are so old-fashioned •••• they are never under 
standing. I always get scolded for going out even if it is 
only to the library or the school on satu,Ldays. So, I have 
to bluff and say that I have extra classes on that day. 
The schools have activities like sports and drama and I 
want to take part because the Principal will scold us if 
w dun't. llowever my parents scold me for corning home lat 
c ·pccinlly oft r practices. They will simply accuse me of 
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roamin about because thy claim that I am lazy and want 
to shy th housework or th~ fieldwork •••• I want to enjoy 
myself lik the rest of my friends, but my parents won't 
allow me •••. '' 

These are but some of the comments by the youths about their 

seniors which might perhaps throw a light on the generation-gap 

situation in Putatan today. But more important is the question, who 

is to be blamed? 'I'he children or the adults? An interesting answer 

awaits the individual who cares to find out. 

The Situation of the Adults: 

'.rh adults' si tuati n i"' som ·what diff~r nt from that of 

the youth. F'or one thing they do not n cd and do not face the con- 

fusion, tension and conflicts th t the youths face. 'l'heir orientation 

towards the life they lead have been those of their parents and they 

have already established a certain amount of attachment and deep values 

for these. Furthermore, they consider themselves too old to change. 

In many ways then, they have had time to discover and integrate a 

source of strength and some personal value before being faced with 

many new facilities, concepts and ideas. If they consider that they 

have to change (this is true especially among those 45 years and above 

male respondents); they change for practical reasons and not because 

they sincerely want to change. This attitude holds true for all the 

four type of institutions that we have dealt with in this work. 

Polit eel Institutions: 

The main responsibility of the headmen and native chiefs was 

9(m' olly to JH<Jint in the welfare and ord r of the conununity. 13y so 
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doing, they fulfilled a role, serving s a representative to the 

central govcrnm nt for the people. 

They were the ones who had not only to act as a representative 

for the people to the government, but they had also to exercise decision 

making as regards matters that affected the well-being of the villagers. 

In effect then, it is they who have acted as government (and not so 

much the Central government) of the political system in the village 

as well as the general political system in the country. To this end, 

it is worth pondering over the question of whether the system of having 

headmen and n.:itive chi fs hav not been to a certain extent a framework 

to which these f w were gi v 'n tl1 pportunity to exercise resources for 

ns nd ends. And, to wh·t xtcnt ccn we say that the same 

situation hole.ls today as two gen ration ago. To the first question, one 

can safely say that generally, the headmen and native chiefs are an 

honest and trustworthy lot. They are the most prominent and apart from 

the priestesses the most respected men in the neighbourhood. Their 

selection as we have mentioned before in Chapter Two is based on age, 

sex, property, personal knowledge, experience plus adherence to cus 

tomary laws. It was not a hereditary process. Not to be neglected 

too, is their reputation for fairness, tolerance and understanding. 

This made their ascendency to political leadership a long process of 

public acceptance. This meant that it was not every or anyone who 

could fit into the role of a headman, least of all to become one. 

Obviously then, to be a headman was a prestige and a role to be envied. 

Naturally, the headmen themselves would not want their positions jeo 

pardized by their vc~ry ctions. Made to take and accept their work 
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seriously; they we r prev 'nted from committing deviance. To add to 

this, esp d.ally that period two generations ago, they had a more con 

servative, cooperative and meticulous population with their spirit of 

Ounung to contend with. They certainly did not want to misuse a power 

and trust vested upon them by the rest in the community. Too much was 

at stake knowing the people for what they were. They trusted him and 

he did not want to misuse that trust, otherwise they would revolt 

against him and choose a new headmen. 

While this was so in most cases in Putatan then, obviously 

there were some who did devd e t . No one is perf ct, least of all 

people who have power and authority in their hands. Definitely, there 

w re among th heo.drn n' popul tion those who abused their authority 

and power. 

To the second question, the political operations has varied 

little from the days of the British. The Malaysian government has con 

tinued with what the British left behind. The role of the headmen is 

still the mediator and representative of the people to the government 

and vice versa. The people still depend on him for advice, help, sett 

ling of disputes (especially) and for the over-all welfare and smooth 

functioning of their welfare. 

Political Participation: Natives denied Powers 

It was not that the karnpung folks did not question the actions 

of the headmen or native chiefs before. The thing was that, they were 

inhivit~d and dared not open their mouths to voice out their opinions. 

t w n consid'r d bad rn nners to do so at public me tings. But today, 
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"'""~ they" changed. '!'hey h vc becom more bold, outspoken and critical. 

J.:.:ven women are now present at meetings on community development. Thus, 

th headman or native chief has even less opportunity to deviate today, 

unlike previously. 

From the time of the British till today, the Kadazan natives 

which constitute the major portion of the population never had a 

strong voice in the political field as an organised political group. 

While the British allowed the native customary laws to be 

incorporated into their Legal System (the British, that is) they did 

not allow th •rn in nywv.y to talc active particip tion in politics by 

the form tion of a Notiv Political Party. As we have seen, government 

was an indirect one nd only through the hands of a minority being the 

headmen or native chiefs. 

The formation of the only I adazan Political Party in 1964, 

the UPKO which was the combination of UNKO (United National Kadazan 

Organisation) and UNPMO (United Pasok Momogun Organisation; 'Pasok 

Momogun' is a Kadazan term for natives or settlers of the soil) never 

proved to be a strong voice in the political arena. 

The 1967 State election saw USNO (United Sabah National 

Organisation and which UPKO considered its opponent and vice versa) 

formed in 1961 under the leadership of Tun Datu Haji Mustapha bin Datu 

Harun with a support that came mostly from the Muslim population win- 

ning with 14 sea ts; UPI'O with 12 sea ts; the Sa bah Alliance with 3; the 

· bah Chinese Association with 2 and Independence with One. 
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fter its dissolution in 1968, UPKO joined USNO. The 

Kadazans never forgave the leaders of their only political party 

which held vat hope for them (politically) for quitting and joining 

the enemy. To them USNO was their enemy and a usurper of a power that 

was rightly theirs. 

Present Political Attitudes 

According to the kampung folks in Putatan and especially 

among the writer's male respondents, they felt cheated because their 

party had been sold to the enemy. And this had been done by one who 

spoke of himself clS being a K daz n. 

Du to thiG, thy now hav <.1 f atist attitud and have 

become very passive politically. This is further aggravated by the 

fears and rumours that if they are caught talking against the ruling 

party (USNO) they would be imprisoned. However, this feeling is to be 

found mostly among the 45 and above group only. The realisation of 

being cheated and deprived of a major political say in the governing of 

their country have instilled in the 30 below group a different trait of 

feeling. ladazan nationalism among them has become very potent today. 

They now have a keen and active sense of political participation. This 

has been reinforced by the increasing number of young Kadazans who have 

come back home equipped with their tertiary education. 'I'he se people 

hav further helped to increase the self-consciousness in the others 

of th ir ethnic group. 

'l'his appears to be a good and positive sign because it is in 

·h •young thnt hop' for the future lies. They could be the ones who 
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demand s , And "in L:h(.! Lonq nm, t.h 'Y rni.qht, yet cor rec t tl1c> ~;ituc1lion 

th<1L l:h•'_Lr c-Ldc-rs huvo placed l:hemsclve~; in. 
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HAPTER V 

CONCLUSION: 

Apparently in many parts of the world where the n~tives 

have contacts with other more advanced.civilisations than their ovm 

<and this is U"'ually the western civilisations) there appears to be a 

degeneration of native life·. We can quote here examples of the Red 

Indians of North America; the naives of Africa and the Aborigines of 

Australia. There are possibly many oth r native g oups who are nder- 

going the very same cxper ences. It ppe rs o that, this ere tes a 

drif ng way and n alien tion from the past. Whc her it is for the 

be tcr or othcrwis- is up to the indiv dual t consi er. Suffice it to 

say that this very thing is happening to the Putatan Kadazans and also, 

by and large, the general Kadazan population in Sabah. 

Present institutions (economic, socio-cultural, and poli 

tical) in developing Sabah have definitely been borrowed from other 

societies. The introduction of these institution in a specific area 

as in this case study has been the cause of a fundamental change. And, 

this fun amental change would (if it has not already done so) lead to 

a manifestation of further ch ges in the society n time to come. 

Finding the proper solutions to specific problems is no 

easy task. Thus, while it is often very difficult on the part of the 

pe e to acce ·changes, it is equally difficult to initiate change 

Programmes on th part of he authorities concerned. Despite this fact 

how_vpr, the progrnmmes to be in tiated should bear cer+arn considera- 
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t ons for the p opl on h · par t; of th0 uthor.i t· es , 

Often, n e cially so n develop ng countries, the zest 

of the author.ties (government) for the promotion of so-called develo - 

ment and progress overrides everything else .. In their wbitious stride 

to achieve this (in order to equal other developed nations) they too 

often forget the people: who they were and who they are. And, most 

important of all, ~ and ~ they will be when exposed to this so- 

called development and progress. 

The statements above ar ased on obs rvations and findin0s 

in the ar:ea of study and other sdrni.Lar arc s in Sab h gen rally. That, 

so-called government proj .cts nnd programm~s h v just apparently been 

borrowed (whole ·ale) from the develo d countries and injected into or 

thrust down the throats of the people .. It appears that the authorities 

seek only the apparent positive effects from their scheming and planning. 

They have perhaps disregarded the fact that in trying to have one roblem 

solved <that of underdevelopment) others could be (and have been) created. 

Dr. Mohd. Nor Abdu lah (Director General of the Malays·an 

Centre for Development St dies) has put the matter in a nutshell in his 

statement, that: 

"···What has been taken for gr nted by most planners 
and developm nt administrators is th need to 
uestlon wh th r the beautiful blueprint as mani 
f ste in the development pl ns really reflects 
the s irations of the population ••• (and that) 
••• each country has its own problems and constraints. 
Inf ct no single developm nt strategy 021policy 
could b optima for all situations ••• " 

opmcnt; For rn , Vol. IV Number 2. June, 1 7'1. 
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present 

'tuations n the are of study, h8 writer. now takes th:! above into 

cons i, cration. That, the s i tuat.Lon in P tatan mirrors -h~ fo.ct .... hat; 

r a cha g an acce ta ce comes not from sirnp y giving anc de:-::·:1!1 ins 

Con the part of the authorities) b t more possibly from understan i.g 

guidance. The simple n t' re needs o be given the c nfi enc- tha· 

he is ab e to a just, an c ccommodate it 

without havi.n to pay a vr~ry high ri e economt.cal, • , soc· o-cul 1rally 

an political 

' hP 1 d az-m ~'') · cty .n · t.m Ls ..it u cros s ro: s, os .he 

vr ccr has tri (' 0 810 n thi~~ rk, Iowr-ver , 'he. process 

o 1>0 s 1:11: youn <ind n i s ni tia s n.gc. Tb er Hil 

d finitely e man ramifi c: tions. \ 1at they wi be remains to be 

sen. While it ma be true to say that r ent eve o ments ave ccn 

sign'ficant in contributing to a com ara ively etter we fur. for he 

Kadazans an the r st of the population in Sabah, t is tells onl.y one 

t of the story. There is the untold story of a pos ib e incrense 

in crime, devianc an j ven· e delinquency plu 0~1er ressi~g socia 

prob ems {if they have not surfaced y now, wil sooner or later o so 

es ecia ly mo g th. nat"ve ) . ·or, not all the me ~)ers of e ICa azan 

op at on ·n the Kam mg wi a t and adjust ositive to zhe c ianqe , 

'rh s ' <; Sp"Ci y o for t e ol fol s. While they may hemselves 

r. r • tho hung thy m~y al so influence others in their community to 

do h. S\lm • hus ma e the problem of chang more difficult. 

It ;, h P- th, t this stu y apar+ from ntroducing the 
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ut.a · n K· u:.: ns o io 0u.dr , h: s a so one them juc+Lce an a 

serv.ce. That, i has brought to i<)ht the pro)lcms v.nd conflicts 

that they as a n t · ve people face ~ just how muc hel an at ten .Lon 

they ea need. The writer also hopes that this study as serve 

as an exampl of the difficulties involved regarding the initiation of 

change es ecially among native peo le .. And too, just how important 

an vital a government's role is, in the implementation of change. 
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